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Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, November

21, 1918

Volunoe
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5

CHRISTMAS BOXES
FOR SOLDIERS AND
SAILORS OVER SEAS
Much misunderstanding seems to
KNITTERS' REPORT
about the sending of Christmas
TAXES CANCELLED exist
packages to soldiers and sailors over
seas.
Torrance County Chapter, A. R.
For the benefit of those not underC, November 17, 1918.
Since last report, proceedings of
The Board of County Commission- standing the system whereby these
ESTANCIA CHAPTER
the district court have been made of Mrs. Wooldridge
1 pr. socks ers were in session, Monday to listen packages can be sent, the following
(i
tt
record as follows:
to a plea for an abatement of the tax- directions will probably give the de
,
Mrs. Maud Woods
In the matter of taxes of C. B. Cus- Mrs. L. F. Hawkins
ii
it
es due and delinquent on the property sired assistance.
ter, Relies D. Larranaga, Ethelyn Antt
of the New Mexico Fuel & Iron Com
2 tt
Each Branch and Chapter in Torgle Berry, Mrs, M, E. Lee, Jose T. Mrs. Garnett
pany, which includes the original rance county has been officially noti"
3 "
Larranaga, Giles G. Imboden, L. C. Mrs. Tuttle
townsite of Estancia, the Moriarty fied from headquarters how to send
"
Fix, Henry H. Meader, George Stone, Mrs. Head
2 "
Valentin Lujan, Carlos Brito. Martha Mrs. Roberts
"
townsite, besides various other pieces these packages, therefore you should
1 "
'
Wagner, deceased, by W. W. Wagner, Mrs W U' Kenro
"
of realty in the county.
6 "
see the secretary of your Chapter or
'
Torreón Land Grant, changed and
"
After hearing arguments, the com Branch for information. If the sec3 "
corrected in accordance with peti"
missioners declined to recommend retary of your branch is not informed
2 "
Mrs. O. C. Loveless
tions filed in each case.
iiHas endured the test of time and weathered
ii
State of New Mexico ex rel Farm- Mrs. East
that the taxes be cancelled.
as to the method the Chapter secreii
ii
ers and Stockmens Bank vs. Raynran-d- o Mis Evangeline Hill
The matter was then at once taken tary will give you the desired inforthe storms. Carefully and conservatively
Romero, court decided that the
ii
2 ii
Minnie Fuller
into the district court, Judge Hollo-ma- n mation.
Cartons for sending these
law requiring the county treasurer to Miss
BRANCH
FRONTIER
Fe
of
Sahta
sitting
place
in
of
packages may be had from the Estanconducted, always ready to give its customers
distribute county funds among banks
1 pr. socks Judge Medler, who it was said for cia Chapter secretary, by sending a
qualifying under the law, is unconsti- Mrs. Bettie Mathis '
tutional and mandamus asked for de- Mrs. D. A. Sewell
the maximum service.
some reason was disqualified or' did coupon for same.
Please, do not
nied.
Mrs. J. D. Curry
not want to sit, and Judge Holloman write for a carton unlets a coupon if
A. M. Muse vs. Torrance County
granted the application for cancella- enclosed.
Savings "Bank et al, judgment for Mrs. F E. .Norman
tion of the taxes. The record of the
plaintiffs against P. L. Rapkoch in Mrs. Ruth Jones
The time for sending these parcels
sum of $200 with interest from May Mrs. M. J. Stephens
proceedings is not available but we has been extended to November 30th
14, 1916, and three notes aggregat Mrs. Nora Hibner
sweater are told that Judge Holloman's
de instead of November 20th as previing $500 given by plaintiffs to P. L.
cision contained a proviso that the ously announced.
Rapkoch are cancelled and set aside Unnamed
PLEASANTVIEW BRANCH
If you do not have a committee apblanket mortgage covering the prop
for duress and want of consideration
1 pr. socks erty of the company in the county pointed for inspecting these boxes,
and bank ordered to return said Mrs. .Kate Lassiter
you
and your postmaster can arrange
notes.
Bank enjoined from collect- Mrs. C. J. Early
"
1 "
was to be discharged,
the matter all right provided you can
ing or negotiating said notes.
"
1 "
W.
W.
Mrs.
Manning
CoL
R.
E.
Twitchell,
receiver of the get the carton from the Estancia
Nora E. Shaw vs. S. M. Shaw, di
"
1 "
Chapter. C. H. Bennett, Secretary
company,
vorce granted plaintiff, and plaintiff Mrs. Luke Burns
"
2 "
By Branch .
decreed to be owner or lots
During the arguments it was stated Torrance County Chapter.
Defendant to pay costs.
"
2 "
Unnamed
that it would be impossible for the
State vs. Mrs. Kathleen Ols, Mrs.
1
N. Walpole
SCHOOL TO OPEN DEC. 2
sweater county to collect the taxes due, re
A. 3. GREEN,
3. B. HERNDON,
Bonita Harleson, E. A. Miller and W. Mrs. W.
H. F. SHECTONj
' 1
"
Cody
Mrs.
Burns
gardless) of the decision in the case,
People in many parts of the coun
W. Hodges, sheriff ordered to oust
DR. C. 3. AMBLE,
3. S. KELLY, ' ANNIE PORTER.
BRANCH
WILLARD
detendant rJ. 'A. Miller from lots 11
as there were prior claims amounting ty have been pressing to have the
12 blk 37 in Duran, and defendants Miss Isabel Clark
1 sweater to much more than the value of the ban'raised so that schools could open.
enjoined from interfering with pres Miss Frances Clark
"
1
property. This is something new.
Health Officer Amble has
ent tenant under grantee by tax deed
9 pr. socks The common geezer has been taught,
M. E. CHURCH
removed the restrictions,
the regular services Sunday, DecemIn contempt proceedings against Mrs, Unnamed
is
probably
his
own
in
and
it
true
MOUNTAINAIR
BRANCH
Kathleen 01s, Mrs. Bonita Harleson,
Since the Board of Health has lift- ber 1st. Sunday school at 10 A. M.,
it to the schoolboards in the vari
case,
nothing
can
but
death
that
take
üi. A. Miller and VV. W. Hodges, growMary S. Miller
2 pr. socks
'
precedence ot taxes. But it seems ous districts to judge whether condi ed the ban occasioned by the influening out of this case, Mrs. Ols dis Mrs. Dora Biissy
"
1 '
that soulless corporations can beat tions are such that it is safe to open za situation here, on the strength of preaching services at 11 A. M. At
charged, and Hodges fined $25 and By
8 P. M. there will he a patiiotic sertaxes without dying
"
10 "
Branch
which Mr. Stubblefield will open up
school.
costs; Miller sentenced to ten days m
vice at the Pastime Theater. .Hon.
4
Unnamed
hear-thajail.
his theater this coming
Saturday, E. P. Davies of
t
Under this permission we
Santa Fe will deliver
1 sweater
Willard Mercantile Co. vs. Hugh Mrs. J. H. Doyle
MARRIAGE
LICENSES
many schools will open next Monday. therefore, we feel justified in openaddress.
Anderson, judgment for plajntiff for Mrs. R. A. Robinson
.1
Since last report licenses to marry
ing up our church for a renewal
of
of
members
some
Estancia,
In
the
$477.06 and costs.
have been issued to the following
"
3
of the board ari absent and the othFlorentina Sernade Baca vs. Man Unnamed
persons:
BRANCH
CEDARVALE
uel Baca, plaintiff granted divorce.
ers do not want to assume the re
Killion
Paso
Crook,
El
1
C.
Draper
pr. socks
Mrs. J.
and custody ot minor child.
Mrs., Minnie Haggleton, Mountain- - sponsibility of opening school MonC. A EURRUSS. President
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
Louis E. Keiser vs. El Paso South Mrs. C. B. Smith
1
day, although conditions seem to warair
western Company, appeal to supreme Mrs. Lola Lee McCknna
J N BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
1
it.
has
decid
rant
been
It
therefore
court granted.
Rosendo Vallegos, Progresso
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President.
Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
1
ed that, if .conditions continue favor
Mountainair State Bank vs. J. H. Mrs. R. J. Hooper
Sarita Alderete, Progresso
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
2
Latham, H. W. Austin and Carl B. Mrs. Belle Cleveland
open
will
schools
able, the Estancia
W. A. Hebdon, Mountainair
UKter
5
juugmeni lor Unnamed
Monday, December 2.
Lillian Woods, Mountainair
plaintiff for $6,361.86, with interest Mrs. O. O. Richardson
sweater
at 12 per cent from Dec. 31, 1917, Mrs. DeWolf
Johnnie McClellan, Mountainair
2
Bessie Bishop, Mountainair
and the further sum of $636.19 with
OBITUARY
1
interest at 6 per cent from Dec. 31, Mrs. A, J. Mitchell
Mrs. George
F. W. Hood, Estancia
Renner died at her
1917, and costs except costs incurred Miss Vera Keny
1
home, near Lucy, November 4, A. D.
Mrs. M. M. Olive, Estancia
by intervenors. Writ of attachment Miss Edith Mitchell
1
1918, with dropsy of the heart.
E. C. Herndon, Duran
confirmed, plaintiff and bondsmen
Mrs. Kenner was 40 years old. hav
LUCY BRANCH
discharged.
Octamae Hamilton, Duran
ing
been born at Austin, Texas, mov1
pr.
socks
In the matter of taxes of Juan Or- Mrs. N. S. Brown
ing
to Dallas, where at the acre of 16
Refugio Chavez, Pinos Wells
"
2 "
tiz and Juan Ortiz and Sons, Henry Mrs. S. B. Austin
she was married to G. H. Renner.
.
Sedillo,
Pinos
Wells
Rumaldita
aSBHEaSUBBiSBBBS
H. Meador changed and. corrected in Mrs. Neilson
"
1 "
They moved to Baylor county, Sey
Margarito Ontiverez, Duran
accordance with petition in each case. Miss
mour, lexas. Iwelve children were
1 sweater
Ethel Boyd
Shelby Shoe Company vs. A. M.
Mária Hernandez, Duran
born to the happy union, three of
"
Shockey, judgment for plaintiff for Miss Naomi Addi ngton .1
them dying in infancy. On February
W. R. Marsh, Estancia
"
1
$160.20, with legal interest from Jan.' Miss Vida Estes
luth this year the family moved to
Jane Anderson, Willard
17, 1918, and casts; execution to is- Mrs. G. W. Austin
"
1
their present home.
Willard
Vicente
sue.
Lueras,
"
ishe leaves a husband and nine chil2
Unnamed
In the matter of taxes on lots
Ambrocea Alderete, Willard
dren, a brother and sister to mourn
MORIARTY BRANCH
taxes reduced in accordance
her
death, and many friends and
Estancia
Marciano Hernandez,
with petition.
2 pr. socks
Miss Pearl Clymer
neighbors, all of whom loved her. She
Ignacita Chavez, Chilili
Jennie - Mulvaney vs. Charles C. By Branch
" "
34 "
was a consecrated Christian, having
Mulvaney, T. B. Rapkoch appointed
Pency L. Mitchell, Cedarvale
joined the M. E. church at 14 years
It has been impossible to give each
to take testimony ai Estancia and
Hazel V. Mitchell, Cedarvale
age.
of
article credit, as no names' were
Geo. C. Taylor at Albuquerque.
A light from their home is gone
Charles C. Weitz, Mountainair
In matter of taxes of Wilfred M. signed to them. This is the last isA
voice we love is still,
Teresita Lueras, Progresso
Brown, Vicente Chavez, I. C. Bruce, sue until after the election of the A.
,A place is vacant in that home,
changed in each case in accordance R.
Braswell,
G.
Mountainair
Aaron
That can never be filled.
C, I take this opportunity of ex
with petition.
Beulah Maples, Mountainair
(One who loved her.)
Francis M. Jones vs. Mary J. Jones, pressing my many thanks to the loyTorreón
Perez,
Emiterio
application of plaintiff for amended al workers in knitting.
Federica Cadina, Torreón
decree, court finds that former deThe totals sent in since June 29,
cree was wrongly transcribed, and 1918,
John- W. Williams, Estancia
of
402
pairs
sweaters,
are:
88
said decree set aside and amended.
Lena Ella Grant, Estancia(
Judgment that each hold undivided socks, 19 pairs wristlets, 2 Afghan
L. Morris, Mountainair
J.
posseshalf interest in w
3
robes,
mufflers.
Hazel Gott, Mountainair
sion to remain in plaintiff, . to be
truly,
very
Yours
his
farmed and cultivated by him or
William A. Turner, Willard
MRS. JAMES WALKER,
profits and produce
tenants, one-ha- lf
Anne B. Wallace, Mountainair
Supervisor of Knitting, Torrance
to be retained by plaintiff, and John
Ralph Kirkwood, Mountainair
to
look after inter- County, N. M., A. R. C. Chapter.
Irnhoff appointed
Edna Supulver, Mountainair
ests of defendant, to deliver and pay
over to defendant her share, and
ur stock 1S complete in Heavy
Henry L. Andrews, Mountainair
1
T T
Irn, plaintiff ordered to pay same to
TO MORRIARTY
Fairy D. Arnett, Mountainair
hoff. Parties may sell and convey
neeced cotton. Ribbed. Mixed
MESSENGER SUBSCRIBERS
D. A. Winkler, Mountainair
premises jointly. It appearing that
News-Heral- d
you
this
goes
to
The
B.
Mountainair
Kenton,
Lulu
18
there are in possession of plaintiff
Wool and All Wool, for men, women, boys and girls.ln both union suits and
head of cattle, 7 head of horses and week instead of the Messenger, and
W. A. Johnston,' Manzano
other personal property, all communi- the time paid according to the list as
'
Clara J. Mahan, Manzano
two-piecty property, and that there are debts turned over to us has been extended
D. P. Chappell, Mountainair
to be paid, ordered that plaintiff and on the News-Heral- d
In cases
books.
L. Ray Doyle, Mountainair
Irnhoff sell said property and pay the
1
Moleskin sheep lined,
If
debts, and also pay to defendant's at- where Messenger subscribers are al
Bruce B. Davis, Mountainair
list, the
torney $60. Plaintiff to pay costs of ready" on the News-Hera- ld
Myrtle M. Smith, Mountainair
year's
bought at b
suit and his attorney out of his own credit on the Messenger list has been
R. E. Covington, Oklahoma City,
One-ha- lf
of remainder of added and the time extended that
share.
Okla.
long
short.
waterproof
in
and
proceeds of sale after debts and at- much.
good,
both
heavy
moleskin and
prices;
Irene Vining, Estancia
torney fee are paid as above ordered,
At or about the time your subscrip
to be paid to defendant.
tion expires you will receive a notice
Full and compleie stock of Ladies', Men's
Leo E. Brown, administrator of es- to that effect, with an invitation to
TO THE VOTERS.
tate of Julia E. Durham, vs. heirs of renew. We bope all who have not
I take this method of thanking all
and Children's arctics, priced within reach
Julia E. Durham, sale of real estate heretofore been News-Hera- ld
sub- of my friends, both Democratic and
confirmed and administrator ordered scribers will like the paper so well Republican,
for my election as a
to make deed to William Winkel and that they will not want to do without member of the Board of County ComCaps,
Hoods
and Cap Sets will appeal to you. We have
all.
Our Sweaters,
of
Administrator to it.
Leo P. Winkel.
missioners, and assure them that I
from 25c to $7 '00.
priced
you,
weight
and
color
for
very
the
probate
court.
in
report
file
will discharge the duties of the office
Felicitas Serna de Jaramillo vs. strained from entering upon premis- to the very best of my ability, regardMarselino Jaramillo, P. A. Speekmann-- I es of plaintiff or interfering with less of party. Castulo Márquez.
See us for all your WINTER CLOTHES. You will make a big saving.
appointed referee to take testimony her in any way.
In the matter of Bertha Heal, inand report. Defendant adjudged in
competent, order granted for sale of
AUCTION
SALE
default.
and that land is worth
At my home in Moriarty, on SaturEstancia Lumber Co. vs. Nick Hol-lida- awVi
judgment for plaintiff for $5 per acre. Willie Elgin appointed day, Nov. 30, at 2 o'clock P. M., I
$961.89 on first cause of action and special guardian to sell said real es- wiil sell at auction a lot of farm im$200 on second cause of action, with tate, and required to give bond of plements and household goods. J.
.
interest at 6 per cent from August 14, $1500. Property to be sold at either W. Sawyer.
public or private sale.
1918, on both sums, and costs.
Bell Paint Co. vs. F. G. McCabe
Jessie C. Woody vs. George L.
FOR SALE
for $46.42
Woody, divorce granted ar.cr ülaintiff judgment for plaintiff
con
Eight used autos in first-clas- s
given custody of minor children, with interest at 6 per cent from Dec.
Kocky Mountain
Coomer,
F.
dition.
have
to
plaintiff
costs,
1916,
13,
and
properplaintiff to have all personal
adv
Camp Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
ty in her possession, defendant re- - execution.
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Pithy News Items

Estancia

-

New Mexico

Tomato Hyknshl, familiarly known
s Togo In the battalion, joined np at
Vancouver. He was a bright, attrno
tlve little Japanese with a beatific
smile and some quaint knowledge of
conscllp-tlo-n
English.
'Most honorable
no catch me,' he told the recruit-ta- g
officer with a wide, disarming
smile.
"He put marrled' opposite the question, "married or single.' on the attestation form, and favored the officer
with a pictorial view of his family a
girl and two doll-lik- e
pretty almond-ope- d
babies. He accepted the assoranc
that they would be looked after by
, the Canadian government with beams
of delight. The, quarlng himself as
If he were going to fight the whole
German army, tie strode away happily with a sergeant to the military depot

"Togo became a Lewis gunner, the
"No. 1' in the unit. He develóped
a passion for the weapon that amounted almost to idolatry, and during the
raining days astonished the Instructs, not Infrequently, by scoring postóles on intricate landscape targets.
Hun feel peevishly when honorable
Lewis talk with a full mouth,' he used
to boast, and then proceeded to spiny
bullets at an amazing rate and with
on canny aerara cy on Indicated posiof- - the mactions the make-beller- e
hine-gun
school.
"The loss, in transit from Japan, of
girl inletters from the almond-eye- d
spired conversations with 'honorable
that
crooning,
talks
little
Lewis' sad,
none of the gun team understood. But
they would not Intrude upon or Interrupt him.
"The Lewis gun posts, pushed well
out In the crater area, of the neutral
ground, had been put out of action, the
guns destroyed, and the crews mangled
except one.
by a hurricane barrage-'-a- ll
Toward evening, as the German Infantry advanced to complete the work of
the high explosive and shrapnel, this
one gun stuttered defiance and pecked
Utile gaps here and there In the onIts spascoming waves of fleld-graIndicated to the anxmodic
iously listening men In the front line
that either the gun or the gunner had
not entirely escaped the shrapnel hall.
Then silence.
"A bent, burdened figure emerge
from a shell crater, 75 yards In ad- Vance of the oncoming Huns, and staggered towards the Canadian lines.
Twice he fell, but struggled gamely to
his feet, pursued by scattered rifle fire.
It was Togo. A dozen volunteers
leaped the parapet to his assistance;
hundred rifles held up the enemy.
"They lowered him gently Into the
trench, marveling at the vitality that
had animated the terribly torn body.
The gun he saved lay, smeared with
blood, beside him. His shattered arm
moved towards It, as his spirit hovered on the brink of the shadow, a
smile lighted np the drawn face. ' 'Him
have last good talk. Hun no catch
honorable Lewis,' he said and passed

test

out."

First Patents for Steamboat.
By a number of 'curious coincidences
the United States government Issued
Its first patents for steamboats on Au
gust 20, 1791, to Nathan Read, John
Fitch, James Rumsey and John Stev
ens. Some time previous to the lssu.
ing of these patents Read Invented
the necessary machinery to adapt
Watts' steam engine to boat and land
carriages.
In 1789 he exhibited to a
committee of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences a model of a
steamboat with paddle wheels, which
be designed to connect with a
engine. Read also invented a
multitubular boiler and still another
form of boiler on the same principle as
la used at the present day on our locomotives.
The fire passed through
mail spiral tubes, and In this way
consuming the smoke and several other forms with many apartments to
which the water was to be gradually
admitted as fast as It was evaporated.

,

Wooden Shipbuilding In Australia.
The lack of shipbuilding and th
pressing need of providing cargo space
for the 5,000.000 tons of wheat and the
large quantities of other products
awaiting shipment In Australia Is causing a revival of wooden shipbuilding
which was comparatively important in
the days when wooden sailing ships
were the dominant type ef vessel. Contracts have been let by the common- -'
wealth government for the construction of 12 wooden vessels of about
2,000. tons each at Sydney and six of
2,300 tons at Fremantle, West Australia, with a possibilty of arranging
for a considerably larger number. It
la also proposed to build 20 vessels of
from 500 to 2,000 tons In Tasmania.
Scientific American.
'

The Simplest Way.
Mrs. Flash went away to spend
fortnight with friend, and while she
was away Mr. Flash wrote to ask ber
where she'd put the key of the billiard
room.
"In my bolero pocket," she wrote
back, "somewhere In the wardrobe."
When Mrs. Flash got back she found
the wardrobe absolutely empty.
"Where have yod put all my thlngsr
she asked her husband.
"My dear," said he sternly, "yon. toia
me that key was In your bolera pocket
to- - that wardrobe.
I searched, and as
I don't know a "bolero from a box plait
I Just took everything Into the garden,
set fire to them, and recovered the key
from the ashes 1" Adelaide, Australia,
'Chronicle.

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Wstrfl N.w.pap.r Union Newi S.rvle.
Luna county finds big market for
farm truck among towns of Orant

county.
Chaves stockman disposes of $75,-00- 0
worth of Bheep on account, of
v
drouth.
Tomas Jaramillo of Jeme was fined
killing
wild
turkey
$76 and costs for
out of season.
county
farm agent
Antonio Pacheco,
for Sandoval county, died after an attack of pneumonia, was buried at Bernalillo.
The flu situation In Taos has been
taken in hand by the mountain division of the Red Cross through the
New Mexico representative and a hospital was established there.
.The ranch house of Mr. and Mrs.
Julian, east of Levy, was burned to
The conflagation was
the ground.
2 American field signal
1 American gun In Lorraine which the crew named "President Wilson's Answer."
caused by the explosion of a can of
council met to fix
men repairing a severed wire near Juvlgny. 3 The pnlnce of Versailles, where the lntcr-nllle- d
roof tar which had been placed on
the armistice terms for Germany.
the atove. j
three-quarteDemocratic state committee headthe Interpretation of the phrase
of a mile wide. The
engineers gallantly did their share, quarters at Albuquerque conceded re"freedom of the sens." Information
on this was sent to Berlin by Secrebuilding pontoon and foot bridges and election of Albert B, Fall, Republican,
tary Lansing in the same note that our troops, tired but Jubilant, proceed- as United States Senator, by a pluraltold the Huns to ask an armistice from ed to chase the swiftly retreating ity of 1,600 over William B. Walton,
Foch.
Huns to the north and east. The prin- Democratic nominee. The Democratic
cipal lateral lines of communication state chairman also conceded election
m
'
.
men of England and between Metz and northern France
Prominent
World's Conflict Brought to a France, backed by the press of those and Belgium were thus cut,
I
-countries. Insist that the German miliClose by Virtual Surrender
tary commanders and others who have
Italy took full revenge for the de'
been personally responsible for the feat of Cnporetto before the armistice
of Germany.
brutalities and Inhumanities of the with Austria went Into effect on Nowar shall be brought personally to vember 4. Though the submission of
trial and punishment. The names of
Austrian commanders was a foreHUNS BEG ARMISTICE TERMS these wretches have been carefully the
gone conclusion. General Diaz didn't
complied by the British and French
lose a moment waiting for It, but went
and Belgians during the years of warswiftly ahead with the Job of absoEmissaries Go to Marshal Foch Bearfare, and If they are permitted to go lutely crushing the enemy forces. It
ing White Flag While Conference
unpunished there will be a general Is estimated that In that last offensive
Is Held Allied Armies Contin- - .
outburst of wrath.' The Individuals the Italians took about 600,000 prisue to Smash the Enemy.
thus accused Include the officials of oners, and that they hold fully a milthe Krupp works, who were In conlion Austrlans In their prison camps.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
spiracy with the militarists to bring The value of the material captured
on the war.
The great war Is virtually ended.
In the recent weeks Is put at Í5.000,-000,00What will happen to Knlser Wll-helAt the time of writing hostilities had
and it Includes 200,000 horses
Is still on the laps of the gods. and 6,000 guns. The collapse of the
not ceased, but the plenipotentiaries
agent,
and great Austrian army was complete,
of Germany had crossed the Unes to a He is no longer a free
point near Guise, bearing a white flag, there have been loud and persistent and the scenes In the redeemed Italand were there considering the armis- calls In the cities of Germany for his ian territory where thousands
on
tice terms offered them by Marshal abdication. However, the German govthousands- of prisoners were being
Foch. That they would be compelled ernment, after long consultation with moved were said, to be reminiscent of
the leaders of all parties, decided that the retreat of Napoleon from Moscow.
to accept these terms was considered
he should remain on the throne, at
a foregone conclusion.
Of course the armistice terms granted
tn m reiJjViYimri.dÉi1iyrfatffThough the terms of the armistice least for the present. The Socialists
the Austrlans were most severe, and InALBERT B. FALL,
had not been made public, those grant- wanted to oust him as a symbol of the cluded In them was free passage of
Mexico.
8enator From New
ed to Austria and Turkey proved that militaristic system that has brought
the' allied armies "through Austrian
Germany would be forced to accept disaster on Germany; but the other territory, with use of Austrian means of Benigno C. Hernandez, Republican,
be
retained of transportation. This meant the as Congressman, defeating Judge G. A.
terms that meant unconditional sur- parties believed he should
render, with all that Implies. The al as the symbol of the unity of the Ger- opening of the way to attack Germany Richardson, Democratic candidate. O.
Republican, for goverA. Larrazolo,
lies were In a position to refuse to man empire, which Is so threatened from the south and to protect
listen to anything short of that. Pres- Just now. That they have reason to
Emperor Charles refused to nor, defeated Felix Garcia by 3,000
to George R.
ident Wilson had notified the German fear the growing separatist movement
sign these terms, so that was done by majority, according
high command that It would have to Is evidenced by the Munich Journals,
the Austrian chief of staff. There was Craig, chairman of the Republican
separation
openly
which
advocate
the
State Central Committee.
ask terms from Marshal Foch In the
some question as to who could reprefield, and In consequence Mathlas Erz- - of Bavaria from the empire.
sent the late dual kingdom, for.lt Is
The federal grand Jury, which met
mi
von
berger, General WInterfeld, Count
nil broken np now, Hungary, under in Santa Fé several weeks ago, but
In France,
commanders
allied
The
von
Gruenell
and
Karolyl,
General
leadership
OberndorlT,
of Count
has because of the Spanish Influenza epithe
Kuval Captain von Salow carried the and Belgium gave no sign that they
made complete Its separation from demic, adjourned before completing
unwere
negotiations
white flag to the generalissimo of the knew armistice
Austria and will hold a plebiscite on
reconvene at Santa Fé
der way and the end of the war at the question of being a kingdom 'or a its work, will
allies. Whether they were fully emon Nov. 18.
they
one
did
for
second
Not
hand.
republic.
Really nothing Is left to
powered to act for Germany was not
on the armThree New Mexicans are reported
Charles except the German part of
stated, but It was supposed that if it cense their furious attack
was
In the casualty list as follows: Killed
Austria, and that shows signs of Joinwere necessary to submit the terms to ies of the Huns, and the result
action, Emello Griego, Embudo;
week
the
in
the end of the
ing the German confederation.
The
the relchstag, such action would be In that, before facing
the most complete disposition of the peoples of southern' Daniel Salazar, Milagros, missing In
latter were
the nature of a formality.
could overtake them. middle Europe Is going to be one of action; Benjamin T. de Glade, Santa
Thus, after four years and three disaster thatraged
fighting
all along the front the most delicate and difficult prob- Fé, wounded.
months of terrible conflict, the great The
which was surrounded and lems the pence conferees will have to
Over 700 pounds of fruit and nut
war, involving directly most of the na- from Ghent,
by the British, Belgians and solve. If possible. It must be so solved shells, and 10,000 old newspapers to
tions of the globe, has come to a close taken
region north of Verto
the
Americans,
thnt this region, for ages n hotbed of be used In making gas masks and surwith the utter defeat of Germany and dun, where the Americans were forgdressings were shipped from
her allies, the complete failure of the ing ahead despite fierce resistance and International troubles, will be satis-fle- d gical
and at peace.
Santa Fé as a result of work done by
gigantic conspiracy to force upon the
difficulties of ' All Italy went wild with Joy over
insurmountable
almost
the boy and girl scouts.
world the rule of militaristic autocracy.
terrain. Between these points the
At the expense of millions of lives French armies, assisted on each wing Its great victory, and the various citDonald H. Rummell, Albuquerque, is
now
ies
of
redeemed,
Irrldenta,
Italia
reign
of
the
and billions of treasure
dead of wounds received In action, and
by their allies, were mighty busy In opdemocracy
has been established erations designed to complete the work greeted with acclaim the "occupying Floyd Bradley, Dexter, N. M Is dead
throughout the world. The price has of cutting off the retreat of the Hun forces of Itnllan troops and the civ- of disease. Two are missing in action.
ilian authorities. Having conquered They are Corporal Wesley S. Hobbs,
not been too great, for the victorious
armies In the great pocket between
their ancient foe, the Italians dis- Artesla, and Arthur J. Daniel, Chearde.
nations, and perhaps some of the con- the Holland border and Metz. Bea remarkable spirit of forgiveplayed
quered, have been regenerated by the tween the Samhre and the Scheldt
State tax rate is 6,25 mills, against
blood they have shed and the gold they three British armies engaged twenty-fiv- e ness and treated the defeated Austrl5.40 mill last year.
utmost
generosity.
ans
with
have spent.
German divisions and utterly deThe progress of the welfare commit
ussIa
Her military front In the west col- feated them. Inflicting terrible losses
tee thus far in their attempt to start
remains the one field of conlapsing, her home front breaking down, and compelling a general retreat. On
of the "community
flict, and It is not conceivable that the movement
her people ready to revolt and her their right, after taking Valenciennes,
will relieve the serious
troops forming soviets after the fash-Io- n they drove ahead through the Mormnl the fighting can he kept tip there for cow," which facing Albuquerque
the
very long. Siberia is pretty definitely conditions
of the Russian bolshevikl, Germany forest, captured Le Quesnoy, and alunder the control of the allies, the coming winter has been very encouraghad to give up the struggle. Had the most reached Mnubeuge. The Canadiing.
Czecho-Slovak- s
loyal
at
Russians,
and
army commanders had their way, prob- ans, on the British left, made equally
Rumors to the effect that the con
least as far as lines of communiably the fighting would have been conImportant advances.
cation are concerned. The government vention of the New Mexico Education
tinued for a short time longer, though
m
of northern Russia has acknowledged al association is to be held on the
hopelessly. But the Internal changes
After accomplishing
the difficult
up at Omsk as su- original dates this month were denied
had actually given the people a power crossing of the Samhre canal and then the government set
they never before had enjoyed, and starting the Huns well on their way preme and the bolshevikl now find by John Milne, secretary of the assostrength
Is confined to the ciation and superintendent of the Al
main
their
they brought it to bear In a way that eastward, the French made one of the
Volga valley region. The soviets are buquerque
public schools. The new
compelled the militarists to make a greatest leaps forward recorded durmany places, but the dates for the convention in Albuquerspeedy peace. The revolt of the armed ing the war. Vervlns, Montcornet and still powerful In
terrible food conditions and the fear que are Dec. 26, 27 and 28.
forces sJready had begun In Hamburg
Rethel, all German strongholds, and
the approaching winter are having
The war program for eating bouses
and Kiel and also In Sehleswig, and It Innumerable towns and villages of less of.
effect. Germany formally sevtheir
is being defined more particularly in
wos reported that the revolutionists
Importance were taken and passed by ered relations with the bolshevik govhad gained control of the entire Ger- the Irresistible Pollus, with whom an ernment Inst week, and the latter a number of Instances, according to
officials of the federal food adminis
man fleet.
Italian corps was operating, and clear asked the allies to open pence negotiaThe adminis
down to the Meuse the enemy was In tions at a time and place of their tration In Albuquerque.
i
And now for the peace conference.
full flight. So fast did the Huns fall own choosing. Since none of the al- tration is making a liberal interpretation of general order number four
The first question Is the place where back and so close on their heels were
governments ever recognized the relating to meats. Mince pie, larded
the momentous meeting shall he held. the French that the Germans were lied
government. It Is difficult sweetbreads,
bolshevik
larded filet of beef, hash,
The United States offers Washington.
compelled to abandon many guns and
to see how anything could come of this goulash, meat cakes, meat pies and
Great Britain favors The Hague; great stores of material, and their except
bolshevikl
of
the
the surrender
France, Versailles; Italy, Geneva. All losses In prisoners were enormous.
similar dishes containing two kinds
to the establishment of decent and safe of meats, scraps and trimmings, may
are supposed to favor Washington as
fcl
governmental conditions.
be served without violating the order.
second choice.
If the conference
Meanwhile the Yankees were carB
should meet In our national capital, It rying out their part of the big drive
people
sore.
declare
Its
Is
Finland
Is believed President Wilson will preby smashing through the Oermnn lines
A Pessimist's Definition.
by the Germans and
side; If elsewhere, some other Ameri- on both sides of the Meuse, and by they were misledking
"Father," said the small boy, "what
was thrust upon
can, presumably Colonel House, will Thursday they had entered Sedan and that a German
Is nn optimist?"
sit at the head of the table.
were close to Montmedy, Mezleres and them without their desire. It would
"An optimist, myson, Is a man who
The allied governments have agrped other Importnnt towns. The feat of not be at all surprising. If that king positively decides thnt everything Is
funear
In
to
abdicate
the
forced
were
on
peace
shall
be
based
points
the
the Americans In forcing the crossing
that
all right without troubling himself to
enunclnted by President Wilson, with of the Meuse river and canal south of ture and if a republican form of govmake Inquiries."
two modifications which have been Dun and the taking of that town was ernment were Inaugurated.
urn'
accepted by him. These are that repaone of the most dashing of all the InAn Insult From the Bench.
The Imminence of the cessation of
ration by Germany sholl Include com- cidents of the whole war. The doughyou ever arrested for speedpensation for all damage done to the boys had to swim across the waterwarfare caused General Crowder and ing"Were
asked the Judge.
before?"
civilian population of the allies and ways under heavy machine-gufire his aids to consider seriously the susangrily.
flushed
The chauffeur
their property by the Germans by land, and to climb the steep banks of the pension of the November draft call, un- "What
does your honor think I've been
by sea, and from the air; and that the canal with the aid of grappling hooks. der which more than 300,000 men have
doing all these years pushing a
entente allies reserve to themselves
Between the river and the canal they been ordered to army camps. This acwheelbarrow?"
likely.
complete freedom on the subject of bad to cross
seemed
tion
of
land
mud
stretch
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THIS WEAK,
NERVOUS MOTHER
Tells How Lydia E.Pinkhat.'
Vegetable Compound ,
Restored Her Health.
Philadelphia, Pa. "I was very weak,1
always tired, my back ached, and 1 felt
BicKiy must
time. I went to
doctor and be said

bad nervous indigestion, which added to my weak
condition kept mo
worrying most of
the time and ho
said if I could not
top that, I could
not get well.

I

I

heardsomnchabout
LydiaE.Pinkbama

v.Mtalila

Com

my husband wanted me to try it
rrand it foraweek and felt a little betand
ter. I kept it up for three months, now
eat anything
I feel fine and cannervousness.
Mrs.

without distress or
J. Worthxine, 2842 North Taylor St.,
Philadelphia Pa.

The majority of mothers nowaday
overdo, there are so many demando
opon their timo and strength; the result
is invariably a weakened,
nervous condition with headaches, backand
ache, irritability and depression
toon more serious ailments develop.
in life that Lydiai.
It is at such periods
Finkham'a Vegetable Compound wilt
restore a normal healthy condition, as
it did to Mrs. Worthline.
At Least He Had None Left.
Charles went visiting with hlsfhther
and on their return his father was
asked as to the boy's behavior. "Beautiful," Was the answer. "He couldn't
have been better." Whereupon
hopeful said: "I used all the
manners I had." And the family
Judged from his behavior the next day
or two that he certainly had.

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper
.
Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney or fcladder trouble and never

suspect it.
Womens complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, headache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and maybe
despondent; it make
anyone so.
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-Rooby
restoring;
Kilmer's
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
remedy
needed to overcome such
the
conditions.
A good kidney medicine, possessing
real healing and curative value, should
be a blessing to thousands of nervous,
women.

d

Many send for a sample bottle to see
what Swamp-Roothe great kidney
liver and bladder medicine will do for
them. Every reader of this paper, who
has not already tried it, by enclosing ten
cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingharaton,
N. Y., may receive sample size bottle by
Parcel Post. You can purchase the
medium and large size bottles at all drug
stores. Adv.
Many a man foils to get there

be-

cause he has dizzy feet.

HEALTHTALK
Spanish Influenza or Grip
-

BY DR. LEE H. SMITH.

An old enemy is with us again, and
whether we figbt a German or a germ, wee
must put up a good fight, and not be afraid..
The influenza runs a very brief course
when the patient is careful, and if we keep
the system in good condition and throw
off the poisons which tend to accumulate-withiour bodies, we can escape the disease.
Remember these three C's a clean
mouth, a clean akin, and clean bowels.
To carry off poisons from the system and"
keep the bowels loose, daily doses of a.
pleasant laxative Bhould be taken. Such,
leaves of aloe,,
a one is made of May-applroot of jalap, and called Dr. Pierce's Pleas-- ,
ant Pellets. Hot lemonade should be used,
freely if attacked by a cold, and the patient should be put to bed after a hot
mustard foot-batTo prevent the attack of bronchitis or
pneumonia and to control the pain,.
Anuria tablets should be obtained at then
drag store, and one given every two hours,
The ' Anurio tableta
with - lemonade.
were first discovered by Dr. Pierce, and,
as they flush the bladder and cleanse the
kidneys, they carry away much of the
and the uric acid.
It is important that broths, milk, butand simple diet be given,
termilk,
regularly to strengthen the system and in
crease the vital resistance. The fever i
diminished by the use of the Anurio tablets, but in addition, the forehead, arma
and hands may be bathed with water
(tepid) in which a tablespoonful of
has been dissolved in quart. Af tetan attack of grip or pneumonia
to.
build up and strengthen the system, obtain
at the drug store a good iron tonic, called.
"Irontic" Tablets, or that well known,
herbal tonic. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery.

Don't Ruin Your
Cows

By Neglecting a
Retained Afterbirth

Few eows die bnt many are mlnM by noh
negleot. OlT DR. DAVID ROBERTS

Cow Cleaner
after

before and
freshening. It
will positively prevent and overcome this trouble. Atour deslera
or Postpaid $1.00. Consult Dr.
UAViU KUHLKT8 about all
animal ailments. Information
free. .Bend for price 11. of
tnedlnhes snri trot t. V It IT ID
eopy of "TheCsttle Special Ut" with fnll
on Abort ran tn Cow. DR. DAVID ROBERTS
VaTERIMAftY
KOUraoe Art., WaiActba, Wit.
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rying Sausages
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NO L0ÑGERA JOKE LOOK AT CHILD'S
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RYING sausages" is the lat- ' est nickname given by
members of the British roy- al air force to the populiir
sport of strafing German ob- servation balloons. In the
latest dispatches from gen- -
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It Is obviously Impossible In limited space to
mention more than a few of the more striking
words which the war has given us; and that is
why my article of three or four weeks ago1 was
ao Incomplete. Let me supplement It today and
begin with the most glaring of the omissions
"camouflage."
I. cannot remember nny Instance
of a foreign word so peculiarly
as this
not only being so rapidly and universally adopted
but also being so rarely mispronounced.
I still
often ovcrhenr knots of men who In their talk
nbout the war refer to the Kay-seand the utter
nngllclzatlnn of French battle names by puhllp
house military experts Is perhaps the most charming feature of their discussions; but "camouflage"
remains ns French In sound In this country as In
Its own, and every one uses It. Here, however.
It has become so elastic as to be the recognized
form for any kind of pretense whatsoever.
I am
not sure that Sir Walter Raleigh should not have
added "camouflage" In bis list of our "gains In
the war" as enumerated In his recent lecture.
I have been astonished recently by examples
of the hold of "camouflage" on all types of mind.
Journeying the other day from a Sussex station
to London, under war conditions fifty of us
standing all the way In the guard's van I had
some talk with the guard, who, on removing his
cap to wipe a (dented brow, revealed himself as
bald as the dome of ft. Paul's. It caused him
do distress : soma men hu remarked, would camou- -
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Coinage of War Words
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'

sage." The Germans, resenting their attentions,
turned two guns on to their balloon and made
some rather good practice, holing It badly. This
annoyed the English balloon officers considerably
and they decided that the German gunners needed
punishment.
They accordingly called up the officers In charge of a British
h
gun and in- -'
dlcnted to him the position of the German guns.
The balloon. was now rapidly losing height as the
result of enemy fire, nnd the position of the officers was dangerous. However, they stuck to their
basket nnd continued to direct the fire of the
British gun, having the satisfaction of witnessing
the putting out of action of one of the hostile
guns before the balloon had sunk too low for
further observation.
Then they got out of their basket and climbed
well up the rigging of the balloon to save themselves in the now unavoidable crash.
A British two-seatmachine hovering at night
finge it with a wig, but not he. Earlier 'in the
dny my host, a vlglMnt and suspicions reader of
the press, had dismissed an optimistic article on
current events as '"mere camouflage." The next
day a schoolboy back for the holidays two weeks
In advance of the proper time said that a scare
of measles had brought about that desired result ;
at least, that Is what thex schoolmaster said, but
personally he thought It was Just camouflage to
cover the 'fact that grub was getting so Jolly expensive. And a little Inter a facetious gentleman
near me In a restaurant asked the wine waiter to
bring him some clnret Instead of the camouflaged
water which he called whisky.
Probably the
word Is In the nursery by this time.
Another French word which also gets Its full
native value In the Anglo-Saxo- n
mouth Is "barrage;" but "barrage" has no general usage. The
word "raid" Is as old as the Scottish border, but
will never again be employed, I Imagine, except
In association with attacks by air. At first we
always said "air raid
but now "raid" alone Is
sufficient. Should the enemy find any other way -of hitting at the heart of us there will be another
word than "raid" to describe his efforts. And to
these I would add that early flower of Armageddon speech, "moratorium," which for a while most
of us took to be the name of a new liner.
Perhaps the most notable slang phrase thnt the
war has produced Is "to get the wind up," meaning to upset, or "rattle." or put the fear of GoiVt
Into. But I speak only from the point of the
homekeeplng observer, aware merely of such expressions as get Into London parlance.
Here let me thank many correspondents for

Mother-in-La-

over an enemy concentration center observed'
easily distinguishable In bright starlight a column of transport consisting of about 20 wagons.
Descending rnpldly to 300 feet he landed two
bonrbs a hundredweight
apiece plumb in the
center of the column. The destruction was
enormous, nnd the remnant of the column scattered wildly in all directions. The British pilot
rose again nnd wnlted, giving time for the German
transport to reassemble. Diving once more, he
found It, together with two other large lorries, In a
sunken road where the Huns apparently hoped
to escape further attack from the death-dealinraider. The British pilot released his remaining
bombs from an altitude at which he could not
miss his target, and then diving lower still opened
tire with his machine guns, putting about 250
rounds Into the confused mass of wreckage.
A British two-seatmachine while on patrol
was attacked by a German triplano.
The ob'
server In the British machine promptly took up
the challenge nnd opened fire, upon --which the
Hun made off eastward.
Meanwhile eight Ger
man scouts had rapidly approached and, tnklng
up position, four above' and four below, attacked
simultaneously.
The British pilot realizing the
danger of his position maneuvered desperately
rolling nnd
to avoid the enemy's concentrnted fire whilst both he and his observer
kept firing ns opportunity offered.
One of the
German craft was sent down In flames and then
the British pilot was badly wounded. The work
of both fighting and flying the machine now de
veloped almost entirely upon the observer, who,
by a really remarkable exercise of skill and pluck,
succeeded in extricating the machine from Its ap
parently hopeless position, whilst at the flume
time firing occasional bursts from his gun at the
pursuing Huns with his left hnnd, when they
pressed too closely. He' succeeded in safely land
ing his pilot and machine behind the British
lines.
,

CROSS, FEVERISH

.

Standby of the Professional
Humorist Has Been Killed by the
War, and of Course there's
a Reason.

-

-
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An extremely heavy fire was by this time being
the airman, n,nd had already
wounded hiin In the knee and severed the pressure feed pipe of his machine. He would not
ieave his Job half done, however, nnd again
maneuvering Into position put in another burst
which resulted in the overturning of two more
and the stampeding 'of the remaining wagons.
On the same day a British machine working In
conjunction with the infantry was attacked by
four German scouts. This being about the odds
which German airmen now demand, they doubtless thought they had found an easy prey. It is,
of course, true thnt the British contact machine
Is not primarily designed for fighting purposes,
but Its pilot on this occasion, as always, was ready
to give a good account of himself, and did so to
such purpose that one of the attackers was speedily sent down out of control. During the fight
the petrol tank of the British machine was
pierced, being an Instant menace of Its destruction
by fir. Thereupon the English observer promptly climbed nut on the lower plane and successfully
plugged the hole with his handkerchief, remaining on the plane until his pilot succeeded In
throwing off his pursuers and landing his machine
safely behind the British lines.
Two British officers were at work In a "san- -
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fore the German mechanics had their winches
working, the hunter had secured his first quarry,
which fell a blazing mass upon the' Huns beneath. The other balloon was rather farther
nway, and Ihe Germans, stimulated to frantic efforts by Ihe fate of the first, hauled desperately
and succeeded In getting It down almost to the
ground before the British pilot arrived above. Not
to be balked of his prey, and In spite of the furious fire from below, he dived low enough to
pump a burst of incendiary bullets, and had the
satisfaction of Increasing his bag for the day to
four enemy balloons totally destroyed. '
During their present retirement fhe Germans
have made desperate efforts to remove as much
ammunition as possible. A British pilot spotted
a train of wagons engaged on this work nnd descended to 50 feet so as to mnke quite sure of
hla aim. (Jetting well into position, he opened fire
on the rear wagon, knocking out two men or the
box. Deprived of their drivers and terrified by
the winged assailant, the, horses bolted, and, colliding with n tree, upset the wagon.

'
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eral headquarters the ex- plolts of some of the pilots and ob- servers of the British planes rend
more like pages from Jules Verne than every-daexploits on a fighting front. The presence of a
Hun observation balloon in the air Is now a veTy
uncommon sight, for the Instant the "sausage" appears the royal air force "cooks" climb Into the
cockpits of their machines and are In the air,
each striving to be the first to account for the Interloper.
One British pilot scouting behind the enemy's
lines pounced on two of these balloons in swift
succession and succeeded In setting fire to and
destroying both. His petrol, was beginning to
run low at the time, so he returned to his airdrome to refill. But his appetite for German
"sausage" was apparently unslaked, for he set
out lmmedlntely upon a second quest, sighted
two more balloons, and, taking advantage of
friendly clouds carefully stalked them. When
within a short distance of his prey cloud cover
The Huns
failed him and he was perceived.
rushed to the winches and endeavored to haul
Putting down the nose of
down both balloons.
his machine, the British pilot sped earthward
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TONGUE IF SICK,

Boys in Khaki Don't Like "Slam"

The story Is told from one of the
huge auditoriums of the "T" In a cantonment not far from one of the largest cities. The crowd extended to the
doors and rows and rows of big, husky,
clear-eye- d
boys In olive drab sat crowded together on the benches. The next
day would find them en route to Berlin, but that did not matter to them.
They were there to hear the big. burly
man on the stage who was responsible
for tho shouts of laughter that blending together n one great roar almost
tilted the roof. .
One of the funniest comedians had
made the special trip to their camp
Just to give them this opportunity.
There is nothing that the American
boy loves more than a good Joke. The
celebrated comedian was enjoying himself as much as the boys as one after
another of his stories "got across."
He saved the best one to the last.
With a twinkle In his keen eyes he
sprang It, a brand new variation of the
age-olmother-in-lastory. He told
it well, it was excruciatingly funny and
It was new. But It fell flat. The big
spontaneous bnrst of laughter was not
forthcoming.
But they more than
made up for It when they began to
clap as the Jokester left ihe platform
and when they gave him three cheers
after the performance.
But It worried the comedian and later he asked a lieutenant about it. The
lieutenant lighted his cigarette before
answering. "I don't suppose you fellows outside this man's army have any
reason for knowing this, but the old
mother-in-laJoke will never get over
again.. I couldn't laugh at one, no matter how funny It was, to save my neck.
It wouldn't seem funny to me. Tou
see when war was declared, I wanted
In the worst way to enlist. Fellows
with kids see it even before the single
ones, but I felt that It wouldn't be
right to do It then on account of Mary
and the children. I couldn't keep up
my home on a soldier's pay, If I gave
up my Job. It didn't seem the square
thing to them then.
"Well, my mother-in-lasent for me
to come around one night and see hei
alone on my way home from the office
She told me that she knew Just how I
felt about enlisting and that I wasn't
to let the money side of It stand' In
my light for an Instant.
I could do
what I could, she said, and she would
make up the rest. She hadn't a boy
of her own to go and anyway Mary and
the children were to get all she had
when she was gone, they might as well
have It now when they needed it most
It's no use, the old mother-in-laJoke
Is dead. There are hundreds of boys
right here in this one camp who feel
exactly as I do about it."

Sending Carrier Pigeons by Balloon
To increase the usefulness of pig
eons la warfare wire cages, each Just
large enough for one bird, are now in
use, anys Popular Mechanics Maga
zine. The cages carry grain for the
birds and pencils and paper for marooned dispatch writers.
They are
attached to small balloons that are
used when wind conditions are favorable, and also to parachutes designed
g
to be dropped from
airEVENT IN A SOLDIER'S LIFE.
planes. On the other hand, several of
may
them
be strapped to a trained
Just to show what makes an event In a sol dog and conveyed by him to the dedier's life that as the soldiers see 'It Is really sired point. All of which Is for the
worth recording, here Is a bit out of a letter from purpose of establishing communication
Harley Johnson, a Butler boy, printed In tho with detachments that become cut off
from the main body of troqps and,
Bates County (Missouri) Democrat
"Well, I am sure going to have something good while resisting capture, have no means
for dinner. The cook told me thnt If I would get of Immediate escape without outside
The wire cages are arenough gooseberries to make two pies he would assistance.
make them. So I started out to look fur goose ranged so that the birds may be fed
berries and found them. I asked an old French without being removed from them,
woman to sell me some, and. don't you know, she and, furthermore, messages may be
said they were no good nnd I had to laugh. She inserted In the pellets the pigeons
would not sell me any, but gave mo till I could carry without the latter being handled
carry away and- they, were big ones, about the or ven touched.
size of my thumb. So"I had a pie all to myself."
What are bursting shrapnel and red blood to
Versatile Packing House.
It was packer experts who solved
write about when a man has gooseberry plet St.
one of the most Important problems
Louis Republic.
Incident to supplying our men with
gas masks. It Is a packer product that
their communications about the origin of "Blighty," Is used to stanch the flow of blood
the derivation of that word hnvlng been a nationfrom the wounds of our soldiers; It
al Industry for about three years now. One genIs a packer product which Is used to
tleman even goes so far as to. say, that. I asked .sew up the wounds ; the soap with
for the Information whereas no one has nny Idea which the soldiers clean up after their
how careful I was to do nothing of the kind, havturn In the trenches Is a packer proding a head only too full of devastating memories
uct; the glue which figures largely In
"Wilnyatl," or "Balalt," the manufacture of airplanes cornea
of the Hindustani-wor- d
meaning foreign or English, nnd Its gradual transfrom the packers; the aviators' sheep
formation by Mr. Atkins In India Into the now pelt coats are packer products; glyfamiliar (and very ugly) term for home. "Blighcerine for use in explosives, animal
ty's" adventures are ancient history, but It was oils for lubricating purposes and
new to me thnt, as a render kindly points out, leather for harness, puttees and the
" pndre,' In its meaning of clergyman, was carlike come largely from packing house.
ried to India by the Portuguese nnd adopted into
Christian Herald.
Indian languages long before the first English
chaplain set foot In India. Like other Hindustani
Deteetaphone Barred.
words used In our army, such ns rooty' for bread
Conversations heard over a deteeta
nnd 'dlxle' for camp kettle. It was brought home
were
phone
barred In the New York
by our soldiers from India many years ago."
supreme court by Justice Go ft until
In my strictures on the word "Hun" I was too proof was Introduced that the Instrusweeping. I said that to borrow the name of
ment works accurately.
It was used
of the past with which to stigmatize In- by Mrs. Bertha Bloomer to gather
evh
vaders of the present was tame.
But another dense for her divorce action against
correspondent reminds me thnt It was the kaiser Martin B. Bloomer, a lumber
dealer.
himself who first applied the term. In the time Counsel for Mrs. Bloomer protested
of the Boxer rebellion In China the kaiser Issued
deteetaphone is being used by
the
that
a bomlwstlc proclamation to the German continthe United States government In Its
gent In Pekln under Count Waldersee bidding
secret service work. Justice GoS re
them to behave like (he Huns of Attlla. - This plied:
gentleman goes on to make the very Interesting
'Anyone might place an instrument
suggestion that some lexicographers should colof
sort In a room and claim he
lect the words which each of our great wars has had this
overheard conversations of someadded to the language. E. V. Lucas In ths
one he had not seen at the time."
Sphere.

HURRY, MOTHERI REMOVE POISONS FROM LITTLE STOMACH,
LIVER, BOWEL3.
GIVE CALIFORNIA SYRUP OF FIGS
AT ONCE IF BILIOUS OR

C0N8TIPATE0.

look at the tongue, mother I If
coated, it Is a sure sign that your little one's stomach, liver and bowels
needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at
once.
When peevish, cross, Hstless, pale,
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat. or act naturally, or Is feverish, stomach sour,
sore
breath bad; has stomach-ache- ,
throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and In a few hours all the foul,
constipated
waste, undigested food
and sour bile gently moves out of the
little bowels without griping, and you
have a well, playful child again.
You needn't coax sick children to
take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
they love its delicious taste, and It
always make them feel splendid.
Ask your druggist for a bottle, a
"California Syrup of Flgst" which bus
directions for babies, children of all
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on thé
Beware of counterfeits sold
bottle.
here. To be sure you get the genuine,
ask to see that It Is made by the "California Fig Syrup Company." Refuse
any other kind with contempt. AdT.- Too Much for the Skunk.
Mr. Cackle Berry' vouches for the
following story:
A Frenchman, an Englishman, an
Irishman and a German prisoner were
In an argument as to which was the
bravest.
A Yank overheard the controversy
and decided to settle It Pointing to
a near-b- y
poultry house, he told them
that there was a skunk Inside and
asked the Irishman to step Inside and
see how long he could stand It.
Pat did as he was told. In five minutes he came out. The Englishman followed, but he stood It only four mln-nte- s.
The Frenchman next tried It,
but five minutes was enough for him.
It was the German's turn. He went
In' and the others waited. The minutes
passed
one two three four five
six seven, but no German. Eight
minutes ten the skunk came out.

STOMACH ACIDITY,
INDIGESTION,

GAS

QUICK! EAT JUST ONE TABLET
OF PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN FOR
INSTANT RELIEF.
When meals don't fit ind you belch
gas, adds and undigested food. When
you feel lumps of distress In stomach,
pain, flatulence, heartburn or headache
Here la instant relief No waiting I

A A

Just as soon aa you eat a tablet of
Pape's Dlapepsln all the dyspepsia. Indigestion and stomach distress ends.
These pleasant, harmless tableta of
Pape's Dlapepsln never fall to make
sick, upset stomachs feel fine at once,
and they cost so littlest drug stores.
AdT--

'

A

lu
Going Tee Far.
"It's time to draw the line some- where on this food conservation," exclaimed the hired man.
Inquired
"What'a- - the troubler
'
Farmer Corntosael.
"I overheard your folks oat In the
way
to
kitchen tryln' to get up same
make pumpkin pie without pottln' sugar Into It"

Cutleura Heale Eonma
And rashes that Itch and burn. If
there la a tendency to pimples, etc.
prevent their return by making Cuti-cu- ra
your daily toilet preparation. For
free samples address, "Cutleura, Dept
X, Boston." At druggists and by mail.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 60. Adv.
Quick to Go.
Doctor Yon are ns sound aa a dol
lar.
Patlen); I hope I last longer than
one, doctor.
4

If von whh beautlM.

elear 'whits

slothes, use Red Cross Bag Bios.
good grocers. Adv.

At

all

No man's Ignorance ever prevented
him from giving advice.
E

A

i uur,"

Waefeseaja,

Clessstssjg

aad üesllsa
Murine for Redness, Soreness, Granula
bon. Itching and Burning
of the Eves or Erelidsl
"1 DroMl" Altar the Marta. Motoring or GoU
win win roar conDdonc. Ask Your Drags
J
for Marine when roar Bra Need Car.
Martae Ky RetzwAjr Co. CUcatri

Eyes

Estancia

News-Heral- d

MORIVRTY

SOLDIER LETTER

Pabllih0dTei7Thudr
I. A.CONSTANT,EditorndOwner.
France.
Dear Mammy: I received your
Entered m tMond class matter January 11.
190?, In the postoffie at Kitanola, N. M., under letter written the 6th of September,
Cn Aot ofUonrtMMor Marob 8. iwi.
today, and was awfully glad to hear
Subscription $i.60 perysarin advance from you. I am certainly glad that
you are feeling good again and hope
you will continue to do so. I am
feeling as good as I ever did in my
life, and as well satisfied as I ever
, .
From the Record.
was.
I have every thing anyone
Frank, the little son of Mr. and could want except money and you do
furnishes
Mrs. R. L. Hitt, is slowly improving not need it here for Uncletobacco
on
us with everything from
from a severe spell of diphtheria.
up. I will give you a list of what I
1
1
improving
slowly
Hinojoais
C.
steel
Joe
rain hat,
have: Five hats
from a severe attack of typhoid fever. helmet, 1 cap like my riding cap I
sent home, another flat top cap and a
,1
t
i r
v
v
inaf
muta iutiguaiciia uujau
last Sunday or dress hat; 4 wool outside
week for Clayton, N. M., to visit with shirts, 2 wool undershirts, 1 sweater,
relatives until the Willard school re- -' 2 wool coats. 1 leather vest blanket
lined, 1 overcoat, 2 raincoats, 4 pairs
convenes.
.
2 pairs shoes, 1 pair hip boots,
daughter passed gloves,
Mrs. Gallegos'
2 pairs wool
drawers, 2 pairs wool
away at Las Vegas last Thursday be- pants, 2 pairs wool
wrapped leggins,
fore Mi. Gallegos arrived to her bed 8 pairs of wool sox. 4 I got in the
states and 4 pairs of English knit I
v.
side.
. Vicente Lueras was kicked in the got here; 4 big blankets and a straw
tick and a good bed to put it on, and
face by a horse last Saturday receiv- a stove
in our tent with plenty of
ing painful but not serious injuries, wood, so I am fixed as well as anyone
I have an old
only a slight cut on the mouth and could want to be.
French lady to do my washing every
four teeth lost'
and she mends all the torn plac
Mr; and Mrs. G. S. Alter had as week
es, sews on buttons and darns my sox.
their guests the fore part of the week And it only costs 30 cents a week, or
John Alter, a brother of G. S., and D- - one franc and a half. 20 centals a
S., Chas., and Dan Alter, 'cousins. franc. She comes and gets them and
Judge Detrick of Wichita, was with brings them back.
Some of the boys have the lagrippe
the party.
but I have kept clear of it so far, but
Mayor G. B. Salas bought 2000 may get it before long, can never tell,
head of sheep from different parties but I think I will play hookey from it.
We can hear the big guns every
in the county this week. He expects
now
then but have never seen
to ship them to Albuquerque Satur- whére and
any of the fighting has been
day via the Santa Fe R. R., if cars nulled off vet.
I am going to eat a chicken dinner
can be secured.
'
'
at a f armer s about one mile from
camp tomorrow, some very nice people. Also have a nice girl about 18,
DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL
Will send you her picture soon. They
have American machinery, and herd
of sheep and cows, so I can get lots
DR. J. H. WIGGINS
of fresh milk and butter and eggs
when I want them. So don t worry
v "Physician an J Surgeon
anything about me for I could not
possibly be better situated than 1 am
Located in Dr. Mason's office
now. I am gettiifg $51.00 now, so
M.
Estancia,
N.
9
after the allotment and insurance
Phone
I will have S30 to the good
comes'out
Santa Fe, N. M. and not much to spend it for, for the
Estancia, N. M.
girls here do not know what pleasure
EDWARD P. DAVIES
is, and when you get to town there is
N. D. AI12VTKR'
not much to buy for the. people here
are allotted so much to sell, and sugar
ATTORNEYS AT LftW and
something unknown
' Estancia o fice in Farmers and Stock-men- to candies arepeople
in the last four
the French
Bank Building.
years, and we cannot buy any bread
when we go to a cafe so I guess I will
have to save a little money while I am
Dr. A. W.
here and that is something I never
From Tahoka.-Tecould do in the states.
Well, write me everything about
how things are running and tell all
Estancia, N. M.
the relation to write me a few lines
et me Rave your Btock. Calls answer anytime they can, for letters listen
day or night. Phone 3.
pretty good here. Agood bunch of
letters for Christmas will be all that
Torrance County Abstract Co you can send, so write as often as
you can.
Don't try to send the

WILARD

r;a

ROBERTS
Veterinary Surgeon

A. R. POOL, Manager

ESTANCIA.
'

N. MEX.

sweater.
Lots of love.
HARVEY STEELE.

Fifteen years experience as an Ab
stracter. See us before placing your
orders Satisfaction guaranteed
ANNUAL RED CROSS
MEETING HELD
The annual meeting of the Torrance County Chapter was held Nov.
20 at the Pastime Theater.
The atPhysician and Surgeon
Treatius tendance was not very large, but the
Office practice sod consultation.
oí tfyett and Fitting of Glasses a Speoialty.
meeting was a very successful one.
OBoe at Drug Store
The following business was transact
MOUNTAIN AIR N. M.

C.J, Amble

ed:

By-la-

governing this chapter for

the next year were

adopted.

An

Executive Committee
comprising
some of Estancia's leading business
' FRED H. AYERS
men was elected.
Their names are
L. A. Rousseau, Ira Ludwick, J.
L.
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Stubblefield, E. L. Garvin, R. L.
Offlee honra 9:80 a m to 4 :80p m
Strong, Carl Sherwood, A. J. Green,
John Berkshire, J. N, Burton, Rev. W.
MEW MEXICO
tiTAWCIA.
J. Waltz, Berry Hues, J. A. Constant,
Rev. W. C. Grant, A. Baca, C. Ro- -'
&. B. Bwlng
mero", N. D. Meyer.
DENTIST
These men, together with one rep. NEW MEX.
E3TANCIA
resentative from each Branch, the
supervisors of the different work
Office hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Office in Ayers building room departments and the Chapter
chairman and secretary constitute the
4V. DR4YT0N WASSON
executive board. The two latter officers and thé supervisors are exofflcio

Attorney at Law

'
members.
The above executive board will
Will practice in all Courtsof New Mexico
meet Nov. 27 in the Pastime Theater
ESTANCIA - NEW MEX.
at 3 :30 P. M, for the .purpose of electing all officers for the ensuing year.
Also V on right hip, All members of said board will please
cross on right shoul- be present at this meeting.
der. XX on left hip.
Ranee 6 milea north
1 mile west of Lucy.
Dealers in. poultry may now ' purNotify Mm. S. A.
Edmonds & Sons. chase 'for killing hen turkeys weighLucy. N. M.. f any cattle with above ing seven pounds and gobblers weighbrands strayed from range. .
ing eleven pounds until December 7.

Raymond T. Sanchez
General Merchandise

Watron Yard
All Kinds of Feed
Chilílí. N. M.
Land for Sale

Underweight turkeys already on hand
may be shipped.
Marketing undersized and immature birds is discouraged.

UNION THANKSGIVING SERVICE
There will be a Union church
Special Correspondence.
Born, to ..Mr. and Mrs. Clay Kin-sel- l, Thanksgiving service at the Pastime
on Wednesday, November 13, a Theater Thursday morning at 10:30
.
o'clock.
,
eirl.
Word
Dr. E. B. Atwood of Albuquerque
has been received that
George Snowden, son of Mr", and Mrs. will preach the sermon.
S. S.
Snowden,
Appropriate special music will be
died of influenza
while the family were enroute from rendered.
Venus to Arizona.
A' free will Thanksgiving offering
C. J. Eggleston went to Kansas will be taken. After expenses are
s'
City last week with a car of cattle paid, the balance will go to Dr.
and sheep for - Toney Gomez and a
orphanage at Albuquerque.
car of cattle for W. L. Wimberly.
This is one of the greatest years
Christ, will visit friends in Wichita in the history of the world for which
before returning.
we should be thankful to Almighty
j
G. L. Dean, J. B. Williams and Lee God for giving liberty and freedom
Cullers went to Kansas City last to the world.
week with cattle shipments.
Committee on music: MabeJ Hine,
Jess Burton spent several days in Mrs. Coombs and Mr. Rousseau.
Albuquerque on business.
W. C. GRANT.
,
Mrs. Dan Wiley of Otto was burW. J. WALTZ.
ied in Mountain View cemetery Wednesday afternoon.
For Sale or Trade.
Death resulted
Roadster
Nearly new Overland
from paralysis.
Will trade for property
Mr. and Mrs. True Gray have automobile.
in Estancia or bean land in valley.
moved to Albuquerque.
Word was received here Tuesday Call find see me. Sam N. Jenson, Es
adv
that Mrs. Harry Wilson died of in- tancia, N. M.
fluenza. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson left
Venus several months ago for Mon- A POULTRY EXPERT
tana.
WILL BE HERE
Ernest Guest of Barton was laid to
On Monday, the 25th of this month
rest' Sunday morning. The deceased Mr. L. C. Taylor, the Extension Poulan expert in all
had been ill with influenza which de- try Husbandman,
veloped into pneumonia, and died matters pertaining to the keeping of
in Estancia at
will
be
farms,
poultry
early Saturday morning. He is surthe office of the county agent.
vived by his parents, wife and chilIf any poultry raisers in this comdren.
munity would like to have Mr. TayBarton has a number of new cases lor visit their farms and assist them
of influenza, . Venus has escaped en- in culling their flock, in order that
more profits may be realized from
tirely so far, and no new cases in the
feed consumed, they should call
'
Moriarty.
at the office of the county agent on
Saturday
or early Monday morning
are
Mrs.
Alec
Mr. and
Wilkerson
to have Mr.
here from Tucumcari visiting at the and make arrangements
visit their places.
H. M. West ranch, east of town. Mrs. Tayloryou have
whatsoquestions
any
If
Wilkerson will be remembered to her ever to ask in regard to poultry raising, be sure to come and see Mr. Tayfriends here as Rachel West.
Dr. Amble has lifted the wearing lor at the time of his visit here.
County Agricultural Agent.
of a mask to take effect Tuesday.
However, the doctor advises persons
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION
to continue wearing the mask when
is worth more to family life today
congregating together for at least a than
those who
ever before. To-daweek longer.
are responsible for the welfare of the
News-Heral- d
imperative
need of
family
the
realize
Subscribe for the
it means
the best paper in the county $1.60 worthwhile reading and whathome
life
to individual character, the
will bring 62 copies to your home.
and the state. Everywhere the waste
Cranberries, sweet potatoes, orang- and chaff, the worthless and inferior,
es, lemons, almonds and walnuts and are going to the discard.
stands
The Youth's Companion
apples for your Thanksgiving dinner.
first, last and continually for the best
The People's Store.
there is for all ages. It has character
Miss Mattiebel Gilbert and Arthur and creates like character. That is
Doeling surprised their friends Mon- why, in these sifting times, the family
The young turns to its 52 issues a year full of
day by an elopement.
suggestion and incouple were married in Albuquerque entertainment and
formation, and is never disappointed.
Monday evening and will be at home
It costs only $2.00 a year to pro
on the Doeling ranch. Congratulavide your family with the very best
wedmatter published,
reading
happy
in both
many
years of
tions and
as well as in vaded life is the wish of their friends. quantity and quality
Companion
excels.
riety The Youth's
Mr. and Mrs. Hazelwood went to
Don't miss Grace Richmond's great
Albuquerque Monday and returned serial, Anne Exter, 10 chapters, be
Tuesday with their son who has been ginning December 12.
The following special offer is made
in the sanatorium the past week with
to new subscribers:
a very badly infected limb,, caused
Companion
52
1. The Youth's
by a deep wire cut. Mrs. J. F. Coats issues of 1919.
2.
All the remaining weekly issues
returned with the Hazelwoods to
of 1918.
spend a week at home.
3.
The Companion Home Calen
i
dar for 1919.
or
All the above for only $2.00,
CONSERVATION
STILL WANTED you may include
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 16, 1HJ.B.
4.
12 fashion
McCall's Magazine
rnneamtaHin W.olr fni World Re numbers. All for only $2.50.
The
of De-O- two magazines may be sent to separlief has been fixed for week
tn 7th tha TT S FnnH ate addresses if desired.
Administration advises the Federal
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION
officials lor Commonwealth Ave. & St. Paul St.,
Food Administration
During this week it
New Mexico..
Boston, Mass.
will be the purpose to bring home to
New Subscriptions Received at this
a. ra
imanan tho nfMitV of fiAV- - Office.
ing food to relieve the food needs of

liberated Europe.
A meeting of County Food Admin- -

wnltlsn TnTPSPTlt.Jl.Í VeS
of each county in New Mexico will
be held in the offices of the Food Administration in Albuquerque, November 25th to decide on details of the
call
WoiM Relief rnmnai?n. The
for this meeting was issued today.
inffaTAVa

II II A

The general program as outlined
for the World Re
lief week provides for the reading oi
!
mPSOflCrp
in all
enon
b Hnnva.
churches in the state on Sunday, December 1st. This message will also
be read to all fraternal and other or
On
ganizations during the week.
Tuesday, December 3rd, a large
meeting will be held as arranged by
the County Food Administrator.
Smaller meetings will also be ar
ranged for.
On Wednesday: December 4th, all
woman's clubs wiy have special exOn Friday, December 6th,
ercises.
all public, schools will have special ex
ercises based on program published
in national school service.
Philip B. Stewart will attend the
ppt.intr November 25th as Mr. Hoov
er's1 personal representative and outline the food situation and impor
tance "of continued conservation in
America.

HND

G3S

Oklahoma,

to

J.

T.

Brit-tai- n

CENTER VALLEY

Special Correspondence.
We haven't had any Sunday school
in quite a while on account of so
much sickness.
Quite a crowd spent the day at
Mrs. Judson Rhoads' Sunday.

STRENGTH

SERVICE

We have combined Capital and Surplus $35,000.00,
rance County. We are a member of the

the largest in

Tor-

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
feeling, eo much desired during these abnormal months. You are contributing to the success of the Great United States Banking System,
,
when you bank with us.
MOUNTAIN AIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE
Misses Melvina and Lucile Rhoads
spent a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
Norton Rhoads at Dunmoor.
Miss Carrie Hawkins spent Tuesday
night with Miss Gladys Gumfory
Lewis Vick is on the sick list this
week. We hope he hasn't influenza.
is visiting her son
Mrs. Rhoads
Norton Rhoads.
Mr. and Mrs. Falcona Brown visited at the home of Mrs. W. M. Gumfory Wednesday night.
Mrs. O. L. Thomas has been on the
sick list this week, but is able to be
up again.
Miss Willie Gumfory has been visiting Jiome folks for the past two

weeks.
(
Mrs. N. C. Hawkins returned home
from Clovis Saturday evening.
R. B. Thatch has taken a claim in
this community and will probably
move to it soon. We are glad to welcome them here.
Clarence Vick is baching this week.
He is afraid to go home for fear he
will catch influenza.
It does look
like some kind hearted girl would
take pity on him.and for him biscuits
'
make.
Waldo Rhoads seems to enjoy herding sheep and goats, especially in

stormy weather.
is
R. B. Thatch's brother-in-laexpected to move into our community

Mr. Felton delivered a car load of
cattle the 18th to John McGillivray
at Lucy. '
School plans to open the 25th.
Pfieffer Ramby came near having
a fatal accident when he was throwi
down by an automobile. He suffered
serious bruises but is up and around
now.
Mrs. Kern Wallace received the
sad news of the death of a sister-in-lain Pennsylvania and of the serious illness of a nephew.

ENCINO

.
From the Enterprise.
R. F. Ballard shipped two cars of
cattle to Kansas City market Wednesday. He went with them.
Gerald and Earl Marshall who left
for a training camp in California last
month have both been in the hospital
with influenza, but Earl is in camp
now and Gerald expects to be in a
few days.
Mrs. C. E. Davenport is quite sick
and her sister from Albuquerque and
daughter Susie who is attending
school at Las Cruces will arrive Saturday morning. We are in hope of a
speedy recovery.
Henry Gould received a message
Monday to appear at the local board
From there he will go
at Estancia.
to El Paso, Texas, where he will report at the Motor Transport Corps.
He left on the train Tuesday after-

soon.
Mrs. O. H. Ward returned home
Tuesday from Denver, Colorado,
her
where she has fceen visiting
noon.
daughter for some time.
Conner sold 27 cars of cattle
John Mourfield is going to move to Bruce
which
McKissick,
O. B.
were
back on his claim the first of Decto
shipped
western Kansas.
ember.
F. H. Wood and Abe Conner returned home Monday from Kansas
City, where they shipped cattle and
sheep.
Special Correspondence.
David Gallegos of Pinos Wells died
R. E. Farley left Friday on a trip with influenza Wednesday night.
to Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Dillon and chilJohn Bowman took out a car load dren went to Albuquerque Thursday.
Nemecio Bachicha took two cars of
of his horses this week.
J. A. Brittain made a business trip sheep to Kansas 'City Tuesday for the
G. W. Bond and Bro. Mer. Co.
to Albuquerque Saturday.
Mr. Gilleland went to a sanatorium
H. V. Lipe spent Saturday night
at Albuquerque this week for mediwith the Spencer family.
He came here about
Mrs. Frank Laws went to Santa Fe cal treatment.
Sunday, where Miss Mabel will under- three months ago for his health and
go an operation for appendicitis on was improving nicely when he took
the influenza.
the 19th.

wr6X'gTwiMt-- '

Tag

D. W. TOTH,

i

Has returned home and is
NOW READY FOR YOUR WORK

Call him and he will show you a fine line of

WALL PAPER

Q 1

2has, Sawey

in Ramona,

Estancia Drug Company

by Washington

Those making homemade candy to
send in Christmas packages to soldiers may obtain additional sugar for ARE YOU COMING TO
I. O. O.F.
this purpose, the Federal Food AdTHE CLUB FAIR?
Are you coming to the Club Fair
Meets every Wednesday night over ministration for New Mexico anFarmers and Stockmens Bank. All nounces.
at Estancia, Saturday, Nov. 23rd?
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend.
It will pay you to come around and
N.
N.
G
Strong,
D.
C W. Archer, Sec.
Young Mr. East, who is working enjoy with us the first Club Fair Eswith the N. M. C. bridge gang at Ken- tancia has had. You will see some
nedy, returned to his work today af- good exhibits representing many projects from pigs up to the, daintiest of
ter a visit with his family.
laces and pastries.
Agent for,
There will also be many forms of
Sam Jenson has traded his dwelling amusements that are bound to please

OILS

Are hard to get, but we have a very nice
They make sensible, useful Christmas presents. Come and look the stock over.

'

ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28

CONTINENTAL

Navajo Blankets

you.

for the brown house north of the
Are you coming?
brick hotel.
do..

Let's see if you

HAVE

YOU

N OUR

SHOE STOCK?

Now Complete

No better place to buy
We have the quality and prices are just right.
Groceries,
Caps,
and
Goods,
Chinaware.
Hats
your Shoes, Dry

Under our new management our
prices are as low as the lowest

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange
OF ESTANCIA AND MORIARTY

Pastime Theater Opens Saturday, November 23
Regular Show

The House will be thoroughly Fumigated and made Perfectly Clean and Safe

Thanksgiving Day,
3 P. M.

44

and Night,

Pershing's Crusaders"
and
the best
pictures

away
The New York Times says, '"Pershing's Crusaders' is far
compilation of war
exhibited
here since the beginning of the European struggle." It is the first official American War Film. Don't fail to see it.
LOCAL.

ITEMS

Canary birds far

Mrs. E. W.

adv

Ford chassis for sale.
Garage.

Mr. Huskey, who bought the
ll
place northeast of town, it is
said intends to move here this fall.
the past season he had a fruit
is reported During
farm rented at Mountain Park in
Otero county.
Campbell's
adv '

InFor sale, good Jersey bull.
Mrs. O. C. Loveless
Corn, cracked corn, chop, oats and quire
of O. R. Pollard.
' quite
- bran. Estancia Lumber Co. ' adv
sick.
A. Z. Proctor of Moriarty is a busFor rent, two good bean farms, iness visitor in Estancia today.
The J. L. Hubbard children who
farmed this year. Ben Young, adv
were sick are now convalescent.
Car cake expected soon.
Place
Freilinger & Tracy Shipped out
Good
Holstein bull for
four cars of mixed cattle yesterday. your orders. Estancia Lumber Co.
sale. A. Z. Proctor, Moriarty. adv
The local exemption board has re,J. W. Wagner is enlarging his
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Lee
blacksmith shop by building an addi- ceived orders to stop work on classifications, and is winding up its work southwest of Estancia, Nov. 14, a son.
tion.
,
preparatory to closing up shop.
Mrs. Eapkoch and baby are now at
Walnuts, almonds, Brazil nuts, peGeo. Woodman, W. C. Gray and
home.
Tom says he and thej boy are
cans, filberts, at Estancia Lumber Co.
MoriE.
H.
Harper
among
good
were
on
terms.
the
arty folks in Estancia yesterday. Mr.
Rev. W. J. Waltz will preach at
Willie Elgin and Dr. Ewing are on
Harper is now acting postmaster at Progresso next Sunday afternoon at
a hunting trip in Socorro county, west
Moriarty.
3 oclock.
of Magdalena.
Shirley came home last week,
John
since
Mr. Drake, who Has been here
J. N. Bush has been on the sick
having been discharged.
Many
last spring, left for his old Kentucky
of the Students Army list the past few days, but is now able
members
home Tuesday.
Training Corps at the various colleg- to be out.
Miss Gertrude Ifley, a nurse who es are being discharged.
Miss Ethel Swartz has resumed the
Monday
has been here some time, left
NJohn Meador has taken the job of
place as bookkeeper for the Farmers
for Little Rock, Arkansas.
carrying the mail on the mountain
R. E. Hileman is moving from
route for Fred Burruss. He started and Stockmens Equity Exchange.
havin last week, and is using horses.
to darvale to Estancia,
Wanted, 100 turkeys, hens to weigh
ing gone to work for the railroad.
Pope is at home doing over 7 pounds and gobblers over 11
George
For sale, milk cows with, young some work on his house getting it pounds. 500 hens and friers. AT
for the new tenant. He will
registered Hereford ready
also
calves,
leave soon for the Gallinas country, ONCE.
Estancia Lumber Co. adv
sexes at Clack's at making Corona his headquarters.
calves both
Tajique."
adv
of Mr. and Mrs. A.
daughter
The
J. W. Sawyer has sold his place
Attorney near Moriarty' to Misses Myra and H. Nelson is now improving slowly
"judge Medler, District
Hamilton and his assistant Mr.. Hitt, Pearl Clymer, and will move to Mora but steadily, and it is thought she is
county. He expects to engage in
Interpreter Pedragon and" Reporter some
out of danger.
kind of business.
There
. Newell, were here Monday.
Jas. Walker shipped two cars of
Campbell's Garage has been moved
was a very short session of district
He to the Loveless adobe building one
cattle to Ft. Worth last week.
court.
loaded at Willard.
block north of thé former location.
A. R. Pool has been at Lucy most
of the time for a week past, trying to
Remember, Estancia Lumber Co.
All the members of J. L. Smith's
ship out a car of cattle. He was de- will have a large and well selected
He
layed by failure to get a car.
family near Tajique are now reported
goods
year.
this
Christmas
stock
of
finally got his cattle out yesterday.
practically well. Mr. Daugherty is
Ernest Hoover has been preparing
Ola Mae Hill writes from Cortez,
Colorado, under date of October 24th to go elsewhere seeking work, but we very sick with pneumonia.
that she had just recovered from an understand now has half a notion to
We are now in our new location,
attack of influenza, but that the balwhere we have more room and imShe remain here.
ance of the family were well.
proved facilities, and want to see all
is teaching school but all schools had
Fernando Quintero, who was an
been close on account of the epidemJust
and patrons.
ic. She says they do not forget their assistant of County Agent Roland our old friends
friends in the Estancia valley, and are Harwell here for a time and has since one block north of former location.
grieved to hear of so much illness Shd been county agent of Taos county, Campbell's Garage.
adv
so many deaths.
has fallen a victim of influenza. His
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Duke had exJ. E. Hinman has bought the Bar- small son died two days before him,
ker building adjoining the Estancia and his wife was very ill at last re- pected to be in "Oklahoma City before
Savings Bank, with the fixtures
this time, but have been delayed and
cept the billiard tables, which we un- port. Influenza conditions in Taos it will be several days before they
derstand have reverted to Walter county have been terrible.
get away. D. D. Shaw has rented
Mr. Hinman has moved his
Pace.
barber shop into the building, and . There will be a called meeting of the Duke place north of town.
will rent part of it for some other the Ladies' Aid of . the Methodist
as he can find a ten- church on Friday afternoon at 2:30
Dr. Parrett has been at home from
business
ant. The saloon mirrors and the cabManzano
for more than a week, the
All
ladies
parsonage.
the
o'clock
at
inet answer very nicely for a barber's
place
interested in the church are urged to enidemic of influenza at that
use.
There was
be present, as important business is having entirely subsided.
puppy
party
took
the
that
If the
a total of 223 cases there, and. 69
and some things from the Duke to come up. Meeting called by the deaths. Only seven of those treated
Ranch will return them there will be pastor, W. J. Waltz.
by him died.
no questions asked, if not, something
So far Neal Jenson has shipped out
will be one. E. A. Duke.
November 28th has been designat- four cars of beans, which is all that
INFLUENZA AT CHILILI
The Great have been shipped from here this
ed as Thanksgiving Day.
The epidemic, for some reason did
He has two or three cars
War has brought sorrow to compara- sason.
Ascleaned, ready to go. The Bean
break out at Chilili until after
tively few households in this favored sociation has several cars cleaned and not
the crest had been passed at the othland, and every man and woman jn ready to go, but the owners do not
price, er mountain towns.
this country has ample cause for de- Tvant to sell at the present
The
Miss Pierce, the Red Cross nurse
which is .about 6c net, in bulk.
vout thankfulness. This will be one Association
is arranging to issue in charge there, reported this mornDays
in
Thanksgiving
greatest
of the
warehouse certificates to those who ing only three cases, and they are
wish to take the necessary measures.
the history of the country.

,

t

In case you

don't care to sell at that price it would be a
good idea to bring them to us and have them
cleaned and stored in our warehouse, then
any day you want to sell you will be in a poWe
sition turn them and get your money.
are offering free storage for the first 30 days
and thereafter at the rate of 5c per cwt fon
first month and 3c per cwt for each additionStorage chargal month or portion thereof.

,

8

United States Food Administration License Number

For Sale in Estancia

other prqperty.

AT

TERMS.
made known on day of sale.
Terms
'
R. A. MARRIOTT.
T. F. Mullen, Auctioneer.
Farmers and Stockmens Bank, clerk.

Estancia Valley Flour Mills

FOR SALE OR TRADE
medium
Small box wood stove,
sheet iron (hot tamale) stove, medium size coal stove, all good. One or
all. Will take good sized box wood
Inquire
stove, and wood in trade.

Corn, Corn Chop, Corn Meal ground by French Burr
Process; and different kinds of flour including "Whole
per cent of
Wheat Flour" containing at least ninety-fiv- e
the berry; Victory Mixed Flour and

Federal Food Administration License No.

adv

this office..

J.

You Must

Green.

For sale, two lots in Estancia.
Wm. Dow, Tajique.
All persons knowing themselves indebted to Valley Auto
Co. are requested to call and
gettle at once
Accounts not
settled by Nov. 20 will be placed
for collection and fees for collection will be added. Hereafter we will sell for cash, except to persons that can a' d will
make settlement en the first ofThis must be areach month.
ratio,ed before crtdit is giver.
adv.
Valley Auto Co

We must sell Groceries.
Buy Groceries.
We are offering
together?
get
we
Why can't
you inducements. Come and see.

KEMP BROS.

NOTICE

INING OCTOBER

We have a few new Ford cars
in stock. The only ones for sale
W also have new
in the state.

;

NOTICE
With embarrassment but in justice
to the public we hereby notify the
folks that our M. Waggener being a
somnambulist and having an
for old furniture, he
is liable to be found prowling around
anywhere in town or surrounding
countrv at anv hour of the night in
nanrrti nf imnHa nr business in his line.
Do no get alarmed, for he is perfect-l- v
tiarmlpK
and a rentle word or
touch will arouse him and he will hike
it back to his store where he will swap
his hat for old furniture or will trade
new furniture for anything he can
house, at or drag oft.
get in hi
Waggemjr'i Store, Estancia.

I

Cur terms will be strictly

Ford Trucks and Fordson TracCall or write if you want
tors.
anything in Ford line. Valley
adv
Auto Co.

Well

G 140698.

Standard White Flour

team. 1300
For sale, big
pounds each, pnir mules. Ford
tourinp; car. nif.i iy Kod hbjipw;
runabout Foid good as new.
Will pivf tirri", unapproved note.
Also 10 bead of good buüa. A.

CASH
ITAMPI A hum

H

n

Repairs, Parts and Supplies

Do not allow the
poisons of undigested
food to accumulate' in
your bowels, where they
are absorbed into your
system. Indigestion, constipation, headache, bad
blood, and numerous
other trouble: are bound
Keep your
to follow.
system clean, as thousands of others do, by
taking an occasional dose
of the old, reliable, vegetable, family liver medicine.

A Strong- -

Bank's Friendship

Has been the paving factor iu many a man trasloes career,
Such friendship aro not formed iu a Jay, however, they require th ripening
Influence of tl me.
Make this bank l our friend and ally now. then when the crucial point arrives
in your business, it will know you anil l our history well enough to gir: assistance.
This truth is as important anil useful to the individual as to the business man.
Call in and we wdl bo glad to explain at any time the advantage In a banking
connection.
'

We pay 5 per cent on Time deposits.

í

Torrance County Savings Bank

Thedford's

Willard, New Mexico
Sack-Draug-

ELEVATOR GO.

NEW MEXICO

A. T. COCHRAN

"The Bank of Personal Services"

ht

' PUBLIC

JOHN C. BIXLER, Manager,
MOUNTAUMIB,

We have a full line of fresh meats, and will
sell in quantities to suit, from a single cut to
an entire carcass. Come here for your meats.

suffering and the dead.

es cover cost of insurance also.

IHE TRINIDAD BEAN

SALE

LIVE STOCK, ETC.
One mare and colt; 3 milk cows,
one giving milk, one fresh in few
days, one
heifer with calf
6 weeks old, 1 Jersey heifer calf four
months old, 2 yearling Whiteface
órPhone No. 51
bulls.
i2iíSKKSÍraESBiaHKKB
About 400 bushels of snapped corn.
About 4. tons baled bean hulls. About
4 tons bundled
Some
corn tops.
household and kitchen furniture, and

,
za.
'
Miss Pierce says a large debt of
gratitude is due Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sanchez, who have given her
food and lodging and declined to receive any pay whatever, and who
have aided her and her patients in
way in short have
every possible
been tireless irt their services for the

can't see any

reason for immediate advance.

PUBLIC

Fresh Meats

I will sell at Public auction at the
Van Lane place 5 miles west and 3
mlies south of Estancia, beginning at
10 A'. M., on Wednesday, November
27, 1918, the following described
property:

convalescent.
There has been a total of 275 cases,
and 42 deaths. Fifteen of the deaths
occurred before the Red Cross people
took charge.
Of the total deaths, 21 were children of school age and infants. Four
died from causes other than influen-

THE PRICE OF
PINT BEANS
Is still $6.00 per cwt. and wc

Tid-we-

'W4l )

V

ri

Mrs. V. F. Pickle, of
Rising Fawn.Ga., writes:
"We have used Thedas
ford's Black-Draug- ht
a family medicine. My
motiier-in-law
could not
take calomel as it seemed
too strong for her, so she
as a
used Black-Draug- ht
mild laxative and liver
regulator . . . We use it
in the family and believ
it is the best medicine for
the liver made." Try it.
Insist on the genuine
Thedford's. 2acarckg

W

W

V

Neal Jenson

i

U. S. Commissioner

kfjj

Business of all Kinds Transacted
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
lodged. Residences and

Land Office
.

Farms tor Kent.

,

Estancia, New 'Mexico

0
o
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TAKE CHOICE OF MADE FIME7UHHEL
ANY NEW STYLES 'SZH

HUNS SIGN TRUCE

,

Hw

BKli

They ore not
end In sharp points.
placed simultaneously on one suit or Avenue by Which Captive Allies Had
frock, but are used In various methods
Heped to Escape Was Really a ,
over the majority of street clothes.
Perfect Piece of Work Even
There are some short jackets. Don-cGermans Admired It.
and Cheruit, and many of their
American followers have adopted a
Inckpt rhnt fines nnt There Is certainly more tragedy
h
snlinrn
cive lonir linos, does not nromote the thaa comedy in the cruel disappointestablished silhouette, but achieves nn l,lent of nhappy prisoners thwarted
nir and prestige of Its own, apart from ln a Promising and ulmost successful effort to escupe; nevertheless, the galtime, when the slogan of judicious the regular run of fashions.
so many
Doucet made one especially Btriklng tnut WW tllut h;,s
spending echoes and
from
every point of the compass. Even pov costume that has been taken up by of the al,Ie- - fiShtlng men does not fall
erty has rarely Impressed upon us with smart women. It Is ln a deep tobacco- - tnem ,vholl-- v even ln sucn elum-brow- n
cloth.
The Jacket Is box """res. Lance Corporal Charles W.
such drastic emphasis the need to
shape, and on nearly the whole sur- - Bnkt;r' wno recently recounted his
spend wisely and well.
prlS0D experiences in thé Metropolitan
Apparel Is not the only branch of fr.ee, except for about four inches, is
wastes no pathos on
Industry that demands judgment and laid a flat piece of sealskin. It goes Magazine,
saying that an excellent trick ,8elí or on hls fe,low ""erers when
caution In spending, We have somertbrmih
f1"IIed ,to et saI a
saulted from a nation of extravagant like this was taken up by everyone3'
and can even
j,eenoufi "- -'
to one of thrift and who demanded something new In coot thelr
Individuals
see a funny side to the affair.
sulta- shrewdness.
The desire of the United States gov-- Some ot the 1,er Prisoners had
There has been a story current for
rked upon
to promote Alaska sealskin as e,m the tunnel wul had
two decades among the French design-er- g
month before they let
for
that the American women are not the most fashionable fur for Amerl-l- r hl'ndaly
,nto
secret- wl,lcn
ñnMV be-b- y
the
helpful to them, except through their can women bore agreeable results, nnd
some persuasion the French de- - came kDown to everal hundred of the
money power, for the reason that they
do not approach the choosing and pur- signers acceded to the wish that Amer- - caPtlve.
chasing of clothes with that watchful lean peltry should rule. It is true that " opened from the last hut at the
discrimination displayed by the French Russian squirrel steadily advances, but lna 01 "le oaQ row Bna ws neaaeu
woman. They buy a gown because It it is also true that most of these an-- fur u'e onlv dump of bushes anywhere
Is In fashion, or because it Is the kind Iiunls grow in the woods of America. nei11" tlie camp. The soil was so sandy
8
p08SlD,e m
u,al "
of thing their menfolk like, or because
New Fastenings en Jackets.
nei In the ordinary way; a long time
7
they have seen It on some excessively
,
No woman who is interested in the
t.
smart woman at a restaurant.
subject of her coat suit, which is the .
,
nh,to
ha,
only
be bnrnt
If some doctrine could
C
aUt,Tn,eome and e had white bread to eat,
í"?ignorant
Into a woman's consciousness which
diagonal
corporal
lus had
would compel her to spend money tening wh eh has leaped Into fame as
brea(J
h
th
t of ug,
the
wbclr! She Is handling funds, and a substitute for the conventional open- - for brluk8
,
,g as toug
wor
bread
usually they are the funds of another ing down the front.
har(1 a8
nnd
and of about
party, and she has no right to toss
A great many tailors, some of whom
one
of ft 8ma1
them Into the coffers of the dress- are among the best in this country, do tle slze
,
bIock that
s,reetS- use (or
maker, the grocer, ,the Interior deco- not cater to this novelty, but the worn-W- e
n,
k t tne bread bur1ed unt
ht
rator or the butcher.
,l
" ,u V"B
Then we piled it up In a kind of crate,
Skirt Struggle I Ended.
rotlon was in the Sam Browne belt, and wnen the gentrle9 were out of
It Is probable that America has won and women believe that the bias Hneslght we rushed u over to the tunnel. It
out In the length of the skirt The across the bust is an attractive one. was tnemost beautifui tunnel you ever
r Ia
onm
rinnrn
bba
narl
IT U VU1D
UOl'U UV
short French garment did not go. It Is U l I
aid DVIUCUUI&Q
saw.
The sides were built up like
worn by war workers as part of their Une, vand often it is braided or run Mtk wallSi and the roof was
rtect
uniforms, but the great majority of with tiny strands of tarnished gold arch The gnnd that we took out was
the same color as the sand of the
cntnp, And as the ground was almost
always wet you couldn't tell the difference. We would take It out ln small
tlnfuls and scatter It all over the place,
and with several thousand men walking round there was no way of detecting it.
Of course It was slow work making
the tunnel, for we had to accumulate
war bread, and so to amuse ourselves
we fixed it all up. We stuck pictures
from newspapers on the wall, and we
even ran a wire down from the cook
house and lighted it all up with electricity. We took some of the lamps,
and when the guard wanted to know
where they were we said they had got
broken.
Á hundred and twenty yards had
been built out of the hundred and
fifty that the tunnel had to go when a
miserable Frenchman, to curry favor
with his captors, betrayed the secret.
The other French prisoners concerned
were wild with rage and shame; and
when the whole camp was lined up for
investigation
and punishment
the
French
officers
stepped forward and begged "for the
honor of the French army" to be 'allowed to take not only their own share
of punishment but that of all the others. '
But of course, says Corporal Baker,
IV
the British wouldn't have that, and the
British officers gave
themselves up. It was a regular bowing and scraping,
sort of proceeding. A few
On th. .eft, medleva. gray gown trimmed with squlrre. and ...ver net stud- '
'
ded with rhinestones. The cuirass blouse, as shown In this gown, la ty easy,' because the German" officers
considered one of the best features of formal evening frocks. On the were so much amused. They thought
velvet, with skirt and short train they
right a dinner gown of taupe-colore- d
had taken away every conceivable
cut 7In one piece. It has long, tight sleeves. In the medieval nwnner. thing thnt could be used for tunnel
The waistline and the square decolletage are edged with ostrich tips building, but they never thought of
the
dyed to match the bejt.
nar bread. German officers came from
women accept the desire of the Amer- braid. If the material la velvet or vel- miles round to see the tunnel. They
wouldn't let ns destroy it but kept it
ican designers to launch an ankle-lengt- h veteen.
It is not possible to say that the as a curiosity. Even the general of
skirt.
Those who have been criticized for other novelty ln the method of fasten- - a division near by came in to see it.
exploiting this design at a time when tng the jacket, which Is ln a straight He said It was the finest piece of sap-lin- e
down the spine, is a new thing, ping he had ever seen. Youth's Com-bu- t
the conservation of wool is necessary
It is possible to say that It Is a panlon.
insist that they can cut such a skirt
out of less material than the short, p'easing thing. It has spread like a
Plcardy in History.
flaring one which has been the fash- prairie fire.
There are jackets that are modeled Plcardy was one of the old feudal
ion. An extremely narrow, short skirt
on straight cuirass bodices, built of provinces of France, and Its territory
has proved to be an impossibility
broadcloth or velour Is now comprised In the departments
of the manner ln which It rides deeply-colore- d
such as Burgundy or bottle green, and of Somme, Oiae,
and
above the knees when one is seated.
There is an immense amount of vel- these end at the hips, are cut In bat- - Alsne. The name Is still unofficially
to
applied
part
of
France
that
which
down
and
hem,
at
tlements
the
fasten
veteen, also soft velours, velvet and
heavy satin. One does not have to use the Une of the spine with round bone borders on the EngUsh channel andcontains tne cities or Amiens, Benuwool ln order to have a warm or fash- buttons.
There is another ingenious Jacket vals, Calais, Boulogne, Arras, Sols-whic-h
ionable gown or suit Velveteen has
has no fastening at all. It Is sons and Laon. The fighting ln the
been accepted as a fabric for the comPlc-ovmonest kind of usage, and It serves in cut off squarely at the hips and goes Present war has been largely ln
which was a portion of that
a fitted cuirass blouse of deep-ardthe early morning for a coat suit with
of ancient Gaul Inhabited by the
a waistcoat blouse of angora wool or colored angora wool. This blouse Is Part
longer than the coat, it clings to the Belgians, who were considered by the
Jersey.
d
the Gauls. The
There are homespuns and various hips, and It gives the Jacket the ap Romans the bravest of noted
for Its
types of mannish materials of which peurance of a hastily donned sacque.dty of Amiens Is most
magnificent
cathedral, one of
the tailors seem to have sufficient to Yet It Is so well put together and the In Europe, foundedtheIn 1220. It Is 470
make all the sulta demanded ; but there colors are so admirably composed that
In length, with a transept 213 feet
la no denying that both Jackets and the woman who wears It cannot fall 'eet
across.
skirts are longer than they have been to achieve the distinction of being dlf.
"
for several' seasons since the summer ferent from her neighbor.
y Mcciure Newspaper
18.
(Copyright,
Start Airplanes In 8heds.
of the war.
Syndicate.)
Owing to peculiar clhnatlc and nat- The foremost designers of Jackets
oral conditions which prevail, the
play all sorts of tricks upon the hem,
Long Rever on Blouses.
Japanese have adopted peculiar meth- cutting it to points like a Jester's cosGeorgette crepe plays a prominent ods in aviation training. With great
tume, and blocking It out In battlements as If it were a medieval tower. part In the fall fashions In blouses, es ingenuity oriental aviators have built
n
low airplane sheds, and from une
dressmaker accent-nate- s pedally In the darker shades. The
One
these he rushes out and mounts
this Jester effect ln frocks as dividual tastes of the woman of fash-0- f
blouses
satisfied,
are
Ion
for
the
long
panels
dlthe air. He has learned from bitter
well as Jackets. He cuts
to played show such an Infinite variety experience that to start thi machine
at the sides which bang from hip on
of neck styles, high and low collars, n the open is to be enveloped In
hem of skirt ; he places long panels
clouds of dust which effectively clog
the sleeves that leave the arm at the mnnd and square collarless models
So he
elbow and drop to the knees, and he A new expression of the fashion Is Sand stop all working parts.
crepe
georgette
having
loiiüpiins
of
blouse
momentum ln his shed, and with
cuts the bodice Into a panel at the
reaching
waistline
beengine
to
ln the
of
the
thunder
the
reverá
drop
first
the
middle of the back, letting It
even he has started to climb.
low the knees, All of these panel trimmed with Insets of filet tace.
New York. Well, we are settled as
far as the fashions go. The designers
have done their work; now arises the
time for us to do our work. The public Insists, writes a fashion critic, that
It has the harder job, or at least that
Is the conclusion one reaches after
hearing the discussions of countless
women for and against the purchase
of a single garment.
It Is not easy to buy clothes In war
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WHICH ENDS WAR
GERMANY
ACCEPTS
ALLIED
PEACE TERMS AND SLAUGHTER CASES ON ALL

FRONTS

IE

ROYAL FAMILY

GETAWAY

With Revolts Raging-AIOVer Empire
and Socialist As Chancellor Things
Too Hot For WUhelm-Eoe- it
Heads
New Government.

Paris, Nov. 11. Germany naff
The armistice has Been
signed.
Marshal Fich has' received
assurance of Germsn people that the
allies will meet with no" further resistance and that every implement of
warfare the German war machine has
is at the disposal of the allies; Even
the German fleet will be surrendered'.
After four years of the bloodiest war
in the history of the world' peace' has
come.
Washington,

.

Nov. 11.

ThV world'

war will end this morning at' 6" o'clock
Washington
time, 11 o'clock Paris
time.

The Brmistice

was signed

by

the German representatives at mid1
night. This announcement was made
by the state department at 2:50 o'clock
this morning.
The terms of the armistice, it was
will

not be made

public-unti-

will include:

Immediate retirement of the
man military forces from France,
gium and

war

We wilt win this

later. Military men here, however, regard it as certain that they

Nothing else really matters until we dot.'

Gfer
Bel-

Alsace-Lorraine- ."

"Disarming and demobilization of
the armies.
"Occupation
by the allied and
American forces of such stragetic.
points in Germany as will make
a renewed of hostilities.
"Delivery of part of German high
seas fleet, and a certain number of"
submarines to the allied and American naval forces.
"Disarmament of all German warships under supervision of the allied'
and American navies which will guard
them.
"Occupation of the principal German naval bases by sea forces of the
victorious nations.
"Release of allied and American
soldiers, sailors and civilians held'
prisoners in Germany without such
reciprocal action by the associated

MeamuhUe:

The Flavor Lasts
tn all forms of Distemper tham
Better nn nredWinva Vtia. ITwrong
kind.

"SPOHN'S"

governments.

Is the RIGHT Kind!

Mm

mid-wa-

ABDICATING
IT-GERMANY

London. Nov. 10. Z9t p. m. Emperor William signed a letter of abdication Saturday morning at the German grand headquarters in the presence of Crown Prince Frederick William and Field Marshal Hindenburg,
according to a dispatch from Amsterdam to the Exchange Telegraph Company.
The German crown prince signed
his renunciation to the throne shortly afterward.
It is believed that King Ludwig of
Bavaria and King Frederick August
of Saxony also have abdicated.
Before placing bis signature to the
document, an urgent message from
Philip Schiedemann, who was a socialist member without portfolio in
the imperial cabinet was handed to
the emperor. He read it with a shiver.
Then be signed the paper saying, "It
mav be for the good of Germany."
The emperor was deeply moved. He
consented to sign tie document only
when he received the news of the latest events in the empire.

-

illions Old Before
Their 'Time

fugitives were armec?. The
was in uniform. He alighted' at the
Eysden station and paced' the- platform, smoking a cigarette. Eysden
y
between- Liege and
lies about
Maastricht on the dutch borden

"

Th-

Hakes

Acid-Stoma- ch

London, Nov. 11, 12:30 a. mir
German emperor's party which
Is believed to include Field Marshal
von Hindenburg, arrived at Eysdem
on the Duth frontier at 7:88" o'clock
Sunday morninpr. according to Daily
Practically the whore
Mail advices.
German general staff accompanied the
and ten automobiles
emperor,
former
carried the party. The automobiles-werbristling with rifles and' all' the

Crown Prince Renounces Hun Throne;
Kaiser Says, "May B for Gooi
of Germany

Tbla When

house! and manufacturers tell lb..
All drufffflitl, how
SPOHN MKJQICAU CO, Guaneo, Ind U. 8. A..

Berlin, Saturday, Nov. 9 (German
wireless to London, Nov. 10 By Associated Press The German peoples''
government has been instituted in the
greater part of Berlin. The garrison-ha- s
gone! over to the government

EVERYBODY

Know
Unwn
Ora Tried It.

goods-

'

What ( !t that rob so many peoptoCf
their vitality, youth and good loobaBaakea them all tn &nd decrepit, y.eam
fecfore their time? Borne aay It'
that Is ailing toara. Otban.cnew-plalof chronic itumach or llTen trouklfrt.
ra biltou.
Lira la a bued. to
Other
SeTt-rheadmultitud ea of dyapeptlce.
lBaomaV,,
extreme rerrouaneu,
ache,
mental depreulon. melancholia, awiuai.
tflulnese, vertigo, heurt and cheat ptlM,
conalipatlon, etc., claim other multtttubrfl.
Sometí met theie people are dovratight:
More frequently they are Juat
lck.
weak, sickly and unfit, not knowing- exactly what la the matter with tnem..
Nearly alwaya they resort
of one kind or another ln ttt. huge at
getting back their health and' etrengtb...
And nearly always they are dlaappwinb-edbecause medicines don't tMri Id: strengths
aniens they set the stomach free
allowing It to take fnlli atrecuUli
out of the food eaten,
What Is It that causes tee4H b
say acid mouth that, rite acltti
by the fermentation mL smell!
formed
particles of food lodged ft tfa trettt lst
enough to eat rlgi
tbreusbt
powerful
the hard enamel. An acldiatumaobi preBxceea sold
sents a similar condition,
Food in. tibe atomaok
retards digestion.
aoura and ferments, causing: oalnt Craai
affect the heart action, mm Inteatlne
become the breeding place- finr count
'millions of deadly germs or toxic twIaHw.
These poisons are carried: Bjr toe blued

The-Into- aratT part of the system.
If:
said
moire scientist, HctchnlkotT,
the- system ceuld be kept free from these
at
toxle- germs, people might easily
hundjrtü years or more.
Th eaty safe thing to do la to
ot Its excess acid at once. A.
In the wondartail
war baa been found EATON
10 a com
pceaakratlon,
called
pressed compound that absorbs the en
ees eetd and carries It away through,
the bowels. Thousands upon thousands
know of BATON IO and its amailng
te clean out the excess acid and
!
the stomach sweet, cool and
rreor gtrtng It a chance t pnoperly
digest food so that you get full strength
f what you eat and In this wayr Ueip
Nates build up rigorous health,.. etraugttr
and vitality to take the place le a few
Cars, eX sickness, lassitude, weakness
Ita
la worth your trtft-UEATOXIO
health,, etgor,
noeeiblllttes for restoring beyond,
tolling
enerar and vitality are
try
you
"jtat
words
mnsti
la bmto

nw
püir

Íoo

BATONIO Is absolutely fsraafeoed; ae.
get a big 60c box from your dmjutiit. It
be
it doe not help you your money willkeep.
refunded. If yonr druggist deetvawt
K ATO NIC. send your name amliaddresa tp,
1018 B;
the Batonlc Remedy Company
AVabaah Ato., Chicago. 111., an they will
oan(
at anee mall you a 60c box. aod: yen
end them the money for lttatner you rectal e It.

Mistakes will happen, but to let wa
Something Wrong Sjunowhtrok
Mr. Clout read In a. paper that di- avoidable mistake bop pea Is.
gestion Is stimulated, by talk, and
laughter nt meal time; he ecgdtated
over the Idea, and tttsally atMressed
his family thus:
"Now, this keeplnc mum at meala
,hns got to stop. Xw hear km, you
girl a. You begin to tell stories, and
keep up agreeable- sort of talk like;
and you boys, lamgh and be Jolly or
I'll tuke and dus your Jackets with
the strap till you can't stand. Now begin !"
- And yet, sonwAow the Jollity seemed
forced.

Look out for Spanish Influenza.
At the first sign of
a cold take

' Extremes.
Dixie, the Trench poodle, was barking noisily and wagging his tail at the
mime time.
MOh," cried little Lucy, "Dixie Is
cross at one end and happy at the

Returns Stolen Liberty Bonds.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 11. A package containing $10,500 in Liberty other."
Bonds was returned today to an insurance company by a messenger, who
Hadn't Got Far.
"X hear you are learning to fly.
left today without disclosing the identity of the person sending the bonds.
"No. I am merely studying lt.H
,
An examination of the numbers Pearson's Weekly.
showed they were the bonds taken
from the Stock Yards National bank.
Red Ooss Bag Blue makes the laundress
for the theft of which Fred Frank, happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
Jr., was arrested a short time ago in All good grocers. Adv.
New York and brought back to KanAn Ideal family hotel In one that
sas City.
backs all the discomforts of home.

CASCARA

m QUININE

Standard cold remedy for 90 years im tablet
torna safe, sure, no opiatas broeke up a cold
In 34 hours ralievea grip in S days, Money
dock ii i sana, ine genuine Dosnaaa Ken top
WHA ear. suu a ptcvure.
jii au israaj

For Coughs and Colds

tain

tried and tested remedr
na that
acta promptly and effectively and contains
do opiaxea. You rt that remedy by asking Cor

PSSO'S
W. N. U. DENVER, NO.

4S-1-Í1Í,

HEREñdTHERE
WORLD NEWS IN BRIEF
PARAGRAPHS
'

The capture of the important town
of Avesnes and the occupation of tho
western portion of Tournal are reported in Med Marshal Haig's official
communication.
Both. north and south
of Avesnes the British troops have
passed the line of Aresnes-Maubeug- e
Road.

J

Swift & Company, in fifty years of well
ordered growth, has become one of the
great national services because it has
learned to do something for the American
people which they needed to have done
for them, in the way in which they
preferred to have it done.
It has met each successive demand, in
the changing conditions of national life,
by getting good meat to increasing millions effectively, efficiently, economically,
and expeditiously.
The Swift & Company packing plants,
refrigerator cars, car routes, branch
houses, organization, and personnel of
today are the practical solutions, born of
practical experience, to the food problems
of half a century.
Because of all these elements working in
correlation and unison, Swift & Company
is able to supply more and better meat to
more people than would have been possible otherwise, at a net profit per pound of
meat so low (a fraction of a cent) that the
consumer price is practically unaffected.
Strip away any portion of this vast,
smooth-runnin- g
human machine, and you
make a large part of the meat supply
uncertain, lose the benefit ofhalf a century
of fruitful experience, and scatter the
intelligent energies of men who have
devoted a life work toward meeting the
needs of a nation in one vital field.
.

The booklet of preceding chapters In thla story of
the packing industry will be mailed on request to
Swift ft Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois.

Swift & Company, U.

S. A.

One Dose of the Guaranteed Blackleg Vaccine
Made by Dr. O. M. Franklin, the oriflnstor, Is GUARANTEED
TO PROTECT A CALF FOR LIFE
AGAINST BLACKLEG.
It has stood the test for over four years on over s million calves and our users
have every coniidenco In It. WE BACK THAT CONFIDENCE with s WRITTEN GUARANTEE IÍ you
wish, and charge you fifty cents per dose. Or will send you the SAME VACCINE for
We make ONE QUALITY OF VACCINE
forty cents per dose without the Guarantee.
ONLY
Syringe for Injectlns, $2.50. Write us about It.

THE KANSAS BLACKLEG SERUM CO.

800 Lira Stock Eaduoa

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

by tOCAL, APPLICATIONS,

DENVER, COLO.

Bids.

Insidious Persistence.
"You don't seem to pay any attention to these germs."
"I don't talk about 'em any more
than is necessary," answered Doc
Braney. "I take all possible precautions and then try to ignore 'em. The
meanest thing about a germ is that if
he can't attack you anywhere else, he
tries to get on your mind."
as they

cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly Influenced by constitutional conditions. HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE will cure catarrh.
It Is taken internally and acts through
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the

hal3

system.
CATAKttri jyisyiciNre
is composed of some of the Dear iónica
known, combined with some
blood purifiers.
The perfect combination
of the Ingredients li) HAI.T.'S CATARRH
MEDICINE Is wnat produces such wonderful results in catarrhal conditions.
Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
V. 1. Cbeney ft Co., Props., Toledo, O.

,

Clansmen.
butcher,

A Slovak
working
at
some German headquarters in the St.
Mlhlel salient and blissfully unconscious of Impending doom, had breezed
Into Thiaucourt, where there was the
equivalent of a depot quartermaster,
to buy him some supplies, when he
found himself gazing on three Yankee
sharpshooters.
"I was mighty scared at first," he
said, "but they had no sooner spoken
than I found they were Slovaks, too.
You must have all nationalities in your
army. Well, they gave me an orange,
they gave me a piece of chocolate, they
gave ma a cigarette, and here I aui."
I'arls Stars and Stripes.

WHY WOMEN DREAD
OLD AGE

Don't worry about old age. Don't worry
lbout being in other people's way when
are getting on in years. Keep your
Specification.
in good condition and you can be as
"The young lady you admire has a
and Hearty in your old days as you
regular flower face."
when a kid, and every one will be
to pee you.
"Yes; Isn't she a daisy?"
The kidneys and bladder are the causes
of senile afflictions.
Keep them clean and
in proper working condition. Drive the
poisonous wastes iron, tne system ana
avoid uric acid accumulations. Take GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules periodicalGUARANTEED
ly and you will find that the system will
TO INSTANTLY RELIEVE
always be in perfect working order. Your
spirits will be enlivened, your muscles
made strong and your face have once
more the look of youth and health.
A5K ANY DRU6GI5T
OR MONEY REFUNDED
New life, fresh strength and health will
come as you continue this treatment. When
your first vigor has Seen restored continue
for awhile taking a capsule or two each
day. They will keep you in condition and
prevent a return of your troubles.
There is onlv one guaranteed brand of
Haarlem Oil Capsules, GOLD MEDAL.
There are many lakes on the market. Be
sure you pet the Original GOLD MEDAL
All dratTjrltj i dntp S, OlntnMtTit, TnUmtaft.
Imported Haarlem Oil Capsules. They are
Hmnli. Aianh fro nf ''CsrAara Dank. H srtBsa,"
the only reliable. For sale by all first-clas- s
,
druggists.
Adv.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
and
Not.
Trust
Fear
A tolUS pravaratloa of merit,
f'tSJ7-3- i
Help, to eradicate dandaulT.
"He salth. 'A whole I planned. Youth
FerRaataaineCa4oraid
irVCVK
X
shows but half; trust God see all,
'ííflf- -! yA BeaMytoGr.cFeladHalr,
It
It J". At
80c ana iLMat rrmtr1'.
nor be afraid. ' Browning.
you
body
bale
were
glad

ASTHMA
Rely On Cuticura
ForSkinTroublet?

T.S

J

The C. Kenyon company and six
individual defendants were acquitted
by a Jury in the federal court at New
York on charges of conspiracy to defraud the government In the manufacture of raincoats for the United States
army.

The Republican party will have complete control of both branches of congress, according to latest election reThe Germans have been driven from turns from Michigan and New Mexico.
the last position on the heights of the On the face of virtually complete un- Meuse into the low ground of the official returns from Michigan New- Woevre. The Americans are again oerry has a lead of approximately
The day's ad- 8,500 votes,
pursuing in camions.
six küometers along a fourvance W
teen kilometer front.
A contribution of 5 million dollars
'
to the United War Work Campaign,
to be 'the largest gift ever made
said
American troops of the First Army
entered the western .outskirts of Se- to euch a cause, was announced in
dan and have completed occupation New York by tho United States Steel
The same corporation
of the city. Seizure of 'Sedan cut the Corporation.
principal communications of the army gave 2 million dollars to the Red
Cross
during
Its last campaign.
of the German crown prince and General Von Gallwltz, inflicting a serious
The American committee for relief
defeat on the enemy, who"rushed
in the near East has established a
northward in full rout.
chain of relief stations between Bag.
dad and Teheran,
according to a
With ever increasing speed the cablegram announcing the arrival in
Gerforcing
troops
are
the
French
the latter city of Dr. Harry Pratt Jud-somans back north of the Aisne and on
received in New York by tho
all the rest of the front which the American committee for Armenian
French are fighting over, according and Syrian relief.
An
to the war office announcement.
advance of ten miles has been made
American shipyards again estabpoints.
at certain
lished a new record In October by delivering seventy-seveships of 398,000
s
deadweight tons. The shipping board
Troops of Lieutenant General
also
received during the month two
First American army now are
fighting in the Bois du Fond de Irimon, ships of 17,808 tens built for Its acsouth of Sedan, and have reached the count In Japan.
line of Fiaba, Malsoncelle, and Chem-ery- ,
German forces in their retreat from
General Pershing reports in his
communique.
The Germans are re- Belgium are bombarding defenseless
towns,
using especially made gas shells
sisting with artillery and machine
and devastating the sountryside, acguns the advance of the Americans
cording to an
account
east of the Meuse.
made public by the Belgian legation
The operations by the French in one in Washington.
day netted one of the greatest advances yet made, measuring more
Southwest.
than six miles at various points. The
An order Issued by the Kansas City
important towns of Vervins, Mont hospital and health board, in a sesCornet and Rethel were occupied and sion with Mayor Cowgill, who Is an
progress was made far beyond these
member of that body, replaces, the war office announces.
moves the stringent ban which has
been in force for weeks because of
The Germans are retreating on a the influenza epidemic.
e
front from the River Scheldt
to the River Aisne. The Allies have
One Mexican federal soldier was refrontier ported killed and Ranger J. R. Percrossed the Franco-Belgia- n
Bavay,
and
between Valenciennes
kins was missing after a clash bewhich is eight miles west of the fort- tween Texas Rangers and Mexicans
The Allies are early the other morning, according. to
ress of Maubeuge.
within two miles of Bavay. They have word received at El Paso. The fightcaptured the whole of Normal Forest ing occurred on "The Island."
except the eastern edge.
"
William P. Elmer of Salem, Mo., reforces have captured ported on Incomplete returns elected
The Ame-ic- an
and
to the state legislature from Dent
east of the Meuse river. They county,' in the federal court at St. Louis
are also occupying the hills on the lias been convicted of violation of the
east bank of the river, despite a stiff Espionage Act on one count. Three
machine gun resistance by the Ger- other counts were dismissed.
mans.
The election of S. A. Shelton, RepubWashington.
lican, to Congress from the Sixteenth
majority of 108
Secretary of War Baker emphatical- 'Missouri District, by aopponent,
Thomly denied that imminence of an armis- over his Democratic
T. Rubey, is indicated by virtually
tice had caused any curtailment in as
complete
returns.
military, activity on the part of the
government.
"There is absolutely no
Motion for a new trial in the test
foundation," Baid the secretary, "for
which the Texas prohibition
reports that the War Department has casein
recently was held unconstitutional
decided to hold up future draft calls law
of criminal appeals has
court
by the
or canceled any already made."
been filed at Austin by the attorney
Secretary Lansing announced that ' general.
'
he had been advised Marshal Foch
Foreign.
had reported to Paris that he had rejected a formal request from the GerA republic was proclaimed In Ba.
man armistice delegates for an im- varia at the conclusion of a great
mediate suspension of hostilities, and popular meeting, says a telegram from
hours in which Munich. The abdication of Emperor
that the Beventy-twthe Germans must answer the Allied William and the renunciation of the
terms delivered to them began at 11 throne by Crown Prince Frederick
William, before noon, were demanded.
a. m.
American
Boldiers hereafter will
carry no ammunition with them when
they sail overseas. The War Department announced recently that all ammunition, except the allowances carried by officers, will be shipped in
bulk to enable the fighting men to
"travel light."
4
' Marshal Foch4 has
been authorized
by the United States and the Alliei
to receive representatives of the Ger
man government to communicate t
them the terms of an armistice.
The
German government is so informed in
a note handed to the Swiss minister
by Secretary Lansing.
-

rOuiesUc.

The constitutional amendment pro
viding the ballot for voters absent hi
the military or naval service of the
United States carried Baltimore by
SO.000 and its adoption by the state
was regarded as a certainty.'

'

Maude Adams is very ill in Nashville, Tenn., according to word which
has reached New York. The actress
was stricken early Wednesday while
filling an engagement in "A Kiss for

Cinderella."
Despite

peace

prospects,

!

"prices

United
the
generally throughout
States are showing a tendency upward," according to the Federal Reserve Board's monthly review of business conditions reported by agents in
each district.
Payment ofan inheritance tax of
$276,509.04
had revealed at Chicago
that the Potter Palmer estate is valThis is exclusiva
ued at $15,000.000.
of the personal property of Mrs. Potter Palmer, who died recently, which
amounts to about (1,500,000.

The German la of Berlin says that
General Von Winterfeldt, former German military attache at Paris, will
conduct the armistice negotiations for
Germany on the western front.
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Feel Lame and Achy?

L

,

War News.

Unlike Topsy
Swift & Company
Has Not "Jest Growed"

"We have come back to our country more thoroughly convinced that
our pepple and our government stand
out as a wonderful object lesson to
the peoples of the whole world," declared Samuel Gompers in bis "Report
to the American People" on the work
of the labor mission to Europe.
A

small

bottle of "Danderine"
makes IHr thick, glossy
and wavy.

Removes all dandruff, stops itching scalp and falling

A New Mexico Case
W. N. Bloxom,
Main St.,
or. bad,
CarlsN. M., suys:

"Every fieturt

tiafr.

.

"About four years
ago my kidneys
were In bad shape.
My back was so
lame and BtiiY I
could hardly get
aruund.
time I tried to bend
over, sharp, darting
pains would catch
me in my back ana
hardly
I could
straighten. My kid- nevH were In hnrl
too, when I be can taking
Kidney Pills. This medicine
me quickly and two boxes rid
the trouble."

Every

shape,

Doan's

helped
me of

Gt Doan's

at Any Store, 60c a Box

DOAN'S8
-

19

BUFFALO. N. Y.

CO-
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Every Cake
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ITS A LCHC
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BUT 111 CUT,

To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is merely
a matter of using a little Dunderlne.
It Is easy and Inexpensive to have
nice, soft hair and lots of it. Just get a
small bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
now It costs but a few cents all drug
stores recommend It apply a little as
directed and within ten minutes there
will be an appearance of abundance,
freshness, flufliness and an Incomparable gloss and lustre, and try as you
will you cannot find a trace of dandruff
or falling hair; but your real surprise
will be after about two weeks' use,
when you will see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your scalp
Danderine is, we believe, the only
sure hair grower, destroyer of dandruff and cure for itchy scalp, and It
never falls to stop falling hair at once.
'
If you want to prove how pretty and
soft your hair really is, moisten a cloth
with a little Danderine and carefully
draw It through your hair taking one
small strand at a time. Your hnlr will
be soft, glossy and beautiful In Just
a few moments a delightful surprise
awaits everyone who tries this. Adv.

Patriotic.
Patience I sow Harry at the paHe was
triotic meeting last night.
In khnkl.

IT SHORT

araik
MONKEY GRIP
IS THE BEST .

Patience

triotic tbnt he stood up during the
entire meeting.
Patrice Oh, that wasn't altogether
patriotism. He's Joined the cavalry.
you know, and yesterday was the first
day he'd tried to ride a horse. Camp
'
Lee Bayonet..

K?p your Htw active, yoar bowels clean by
Tr. Pierce's Picasant Pelleta and you'll
keep healthy, wealth; and wise. Adv.
tnkinft

If a young man is rpnlly In love he
never says he enn't afford to marry.

The dealer who has achieved big success does not waste his time, energy and
money trying to sell unknown accessories.

He knows that cheap accessories are a
speculation, pure and simple, both for him
and his customers. He is not witling to
put himself In the class with the makers
of products that are "Just as good." He
banks on a steady, consistent turnover.
Moco Monkey Grip the one established
patch, the one that Is universally accepted as standard. This famous tire patch
has been tested by Impartial experts and
pronounced perfect In performance. It
withstands the frictlonal heat generated
under .ny conditions of service. If your
handle, order direct, predealer does notaccompanies
order. Put up
paid if money
in two size cans only, 54 square Inches
$1.00, 108 square inches 11.75.
MonafaetmrtJ only by ihm

Moco Laboratories, Inc.

Oklahoma City, Okla.
WDsALsna A. Your oommmm

FOR PERSONAL H Y CI RISE
Dissolved in water for douches stop
pelvic catarrh,, ulceration and ta Ham
matioib Recomni ended by Lydia .
Ptnkhara Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh.
sore throat and sore eyes. tconomicaL
tnoolinuy deanrins and tnxnkkU! power.
Hu
SamplttFrwe. 50c. all drvivim. or posttpairj by
an. inr i mon i rjiift,
namon. tviu
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Oh, you sow him, did you?
Yes, and he was so pa-

I'ntrice

Kit Contents

15 Fluid Drachti3
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For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
.,
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The American consul and seven
British war prisoners have been killed
by the bombardment of ChaTlerol
southwest of Natnur, in Belgium, according to Berlin dispatches received
in Amsterdam.

of

nciIhtrOnium.Monihinenw
Mineral. Not pjako"

American prisoners In Germany art
being badly mistieated, in spite of the
protests of the American Red Cross
Americans arriving at the prison camr
at Limburg, Darmstadt and Giesseu
have their clothes stolen and theii
boots replaced with wooden sabots
Red Cross shipped
The American
clothing to replace that which wat
stolen.
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Austria will protest against the 1
terpretation of any clause In the re
cently signed armistice as meanlni
that enemy armies are entitled to at
tack Germany through Austria, a
cording to advices from Vienna.

I

quickest way
I The
d Drtuc up a

Virtually all the German fleet hai
revolted, according to a dispatch re
ceived in London from The Hague.
The men are complete masters at
Helgoland.
Wilhelrasbaven,
Kiel,
Borkum and Cuxliaven.

Emperor William of Germany ha
declined to accede to the demande
that be abdicate, says a German wire
less dispatch picked up at Amster
dam. To the ultimatum of the Social
lets the emperor replied through
lster of the Interior Drews that he rf
fused to abdicate voluntarily.

Colds and grjp leave thousands with
weak kidneys and aching backs.
The
kidneys have tc do most of the work of
lighting off any germ disease. They
weaken slow up, and you feel dull irritable, or nervous have headaches,
dizziness, backache, sore Joints and irregular kidney action. Then the kidneys need prompt help. Vee Doan's
Kidney Villa, Thousands praise Doan's
for quick, satisfactory results.

Bust Copy of Wnppec.
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have stood by the Messenger, by .its
management and while the paper did
not contain very much on account of
its size in the way of news, it was
read with interest by its supporters,
especially those who moved away to
other states.
The subscription list
will be fulfilled by the
d
of Estancia. The
d
ranks
among the best weekly papers in the
state and our subscribers will be the
gainers by the change.

thresh the Barron crop of beans,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
LEGAL NOTICE
ALL THE NEWS
My, won't we all be glad when-thNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
State of New1 Mexico, County of Tor- IF YOU WANT
READ THE
OIL
AND
GAS
LEASE
OF
PUBLIC
ban is off and we can have Sunday
rance,
LANDS
In the District Court..
school and preaching and at least
SANTA FE COUNTY
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